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I. Introduction
Development of modern science relies to a great extent upon the set of available investigation tools. Many methods of physicochemical analysis commonly applied in chemistry are based on interaction of a substance under study with electromagnetic radiation of various spectral ranges. Several independent groups of methods can be distinguished based on the spectral range used, e.g., infrared, visible, ultraviolet and X-ray radiation. Radiation in the required spectral range is usually generated using special sources (such as gas discharge tubes, lamps, lasers, X-ray tubes) characteristic of classical versions of each method. Each source type requires its own experimental methodology, which takes into account the specific features of the interaction of this radiation with matter.
Integration of natural sciences over the last decade of the XXth century affected the techniques of physicochemical analysis stimulating their convergence. A unified approach to the generation of electromagnetic radiation of different spectral ranges is based upon a fundamental principle of electrodynamics: the electromagnetic radiation is generated by a charged particle moving with an acceleration. In particular, electrons or positrons, which move along a curved trajectory in a magnetic field with a velocity close to the velocity of light, generate a flux of photons in a broad spectral range, i.e., synchrotron radiation (SR) (Fig. 1 ).
Accelerators of charged elementary particles (typically, electrons or positrons) operating in a stationary regime of a storage ring can conveniently serve as powerful SR sources. In such largescale facilities, ultrarelativistic electrons, { moving along a closedloop orbit in an evacuated chamber of a storage ring with curvature radius of a few tens of meters, emit extremely intense electromagnetic radiation with a continuous spectrum ranging from far infrared to hard X-ray (Fig. 2) . The energies of electrons in storage rings of different constructional designs can vary from hundreds of eV up to several GeV. Upon an incremental increase in the electron energy, the spectral maximum of the SR generated shifts from ultraviolet through hard ultraviolet (vacuum ultraviolet, VUV) and soft X-ray up to hard X-ray, respectively. 1 ± 8 Modern SR sources gradually become collective use research centres. Such centres accommodate up to a few tens of experimental stations, which function in the 2467 mode shift by shift servicing specialists from various institutions and fields of science Ð from nuclear physics to molecular biology and materials science. Along with synchrotron modifications of established and widely accepted methods using traditional X-ray sources, unique purely synchrotron-based specialised techniques are rapidly developing. Applications of SR in industry are also expand- ing, in particular, in the manufacture of microelectronics (microchips, printed circuit boards, etc.) and micromechanics (micromotors, micropumps) devices. In this connection, applied industrial methods, such as deep X-ray lithography and LIGA technology (German acronym for a 3-stage technological process of microfabrication including lithography, electrodeposition and moulding), have made tremendous progress. 9 Medical applications utilising SR are evolving as well, especially ones aimed at early diagnostics and radiotherapy of various diseases, including cancer and at imaging of human internal organs and tissues with high contrast and spatial resolution (mammography, angiography, radiography). 10 Synchrotron techniques are successfully used in environmental studies, e.g., for detection of trace amounts of heavy metal pollutants in industrial wastes, aerosols, soils and in biological objects Ð plants, living tissues, etc. 11 Currently, there are about 40 operating SR sources worldwide and more than 10 new sources are under construction. In Russia, starting from the late 70's, the Siberian Synchrotron Radiation Centre (SSRC) continuously functions on the basis of the VEPP-3 { storage ring (2 GeV) at the G I Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics of the Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences in Novosibirsk. 12 Recently, a new upgraded VEPP-4 storage ring (6 GeV) has been put into operation in the SSRC. Construction of a dedicated storage ring`Sibir'-2' (2.5 GeV) has been finished at the Kurchatov Synchrotron Radiation Source (KSRS) in the Russian Research Centre`Kurchatov Institute' in Moscow; 13 two new synchrotron centres in Dubna and Zelenograd are in the construction phase.
An important benefit of storage rings is their environmental safety, } which distinguishes such facilities advantageously from, for example, neutron sources, viz., nuclear reactors. Even a major accident on an electron storage ring cannot result in any radiation pollution of the environment. Work at a synchrotron radiation centre does also not imply any health risk for researchers provided that they obey elementary safety rules and regulations.
All of the main methods utilising electromagnetic radiation are represented at the modern synchrotron radiation centres. A substantial organisational advantage of the SR sources is that all the state-of-the-art techniques and advanced instrumentation are concentrated in one centre and even in one building. This makes it possible to conduct comprehensive studies with the use of a broad range of complementary experimental techniques as well as stimulates mutual influence and integration of different experimental approaches and ideas.
This review is devoted to applications of SR in chemistry and related disciplines, viz., chemical materials science, biochemistry and molecular biology. Since it is virtually impossible to cover all modern trends in the SR applications, we have confined ourselves to discussion of only instrumental techniques based on X-ray part of the synchrotron radiation spectrum. For the same reason, we did not consider such technological applications of SR as X-ray lithography and the methods in which synchrotron radiation is used for triggering physicochemical processes, e.g., photochemical reactions and radiation-induced degradation (to get familiar with this field one may see, for example, Ref. 14, where synthesis of amino acids from a gaseous mixture of nitrogen, water and carbon dioxide at atmospheric pressure under irradiation by intense photon beams is described). For a detailed review of modern technological applications of SR see Ref. 15 . Among non-X-ray synchrotron methods we should mention various types of UV spectroscopy 5 and synchrotron IR spectroscopy, which have been actively developed over the last years, especially its varieties with high spatial (microspectroscopy) 16 and time resolution. 17 X-Ray-based instrumental techniques, which are most important for chemistry, include X-ray diffraction methods (in particular, single-crystal X-ray crystallography), X-ray and electron spectroscopy. In`classical' laboratory versions of these methods, allowing detailed exploration of atomic and electronic structures of substances, traditional X-ray sources, viz., X-ray tubes, are used. However, synchrotron radiation sources have several significant advantages. Synchrotron X-ray beams are more intense than radiation of the high-energy X-ray tubes with rotating anodes by several orders of magnitude. Such a gain in intensity allows one to shorten the data acquisition time and investigate fine effects which would require very lengthy experiments with traditional sources. A considerable portion of energy emitted by an X-ray tube lies in a narrow spectral range (anode characteristic radiation), whereas the high intensity of synchrotron radiation is uniformly distributed over the entire X-ray spectral range. With white' synchrotron radiation, it is possible to select the wavelength most appropriate in each particular case or scan over a certain wavelength range during the experiment, which extends significantly the potential of traditional X-ray techniques. Yet another advantage of SR is relatively small cross-section and low divergence of X-ray beams, which can further be focused and collimated using X-ray optics. This approach is successfully applied in X-ray microprobe methods and in studies of substances under extreme } conditions (it has to be mentioned, however, that focusing X-ray optics is now frequently used in laboratory devices as well). Pulse structure, polarisation and coherence of synchrotron radiation are other factors, which are of great interest and potential for applications.
II. Design of a storage ring and parameters of synchrotron radiation 1 . Building blocks of a storage ring A storage ring is an accelerator of charged light particles (electron or positrons) in which ultrarelativistic particles move along a closed-loop trajectory with velocity close to the velocity of light emitting an intense photon flux. The energy lost by electrons during each revolution as emitted radiation is compensated in a special electromagnetic acceleration system, viz., radiofrequency . Spectral ranges of electromagnetic radiation, which can be generated by modern synchrotron radiation sources.
{ Russian acronym for electron-positron colliding beams. } In this respect, it is indicative that several storage rings are constructed in residential areas of large cities, e.g., BESSY (Berlin) and KSRS (Moscow).
} The term extreme condition refers here to the limiting achievable (high and low) temperatures and superhigh pressures, which are created using specialised instruments to apply to substances under study.
resonator. The storage ring is designed to maintain a stationary regime of particles' movement rather than to generate a single pulse of particles with the maximum energy (as in the case of elementary particle accelerators in nuclear physics). A storage ring includes the following indispensable components ( Fig. 3) :
Ð an electron source (1), which is, as a rule, a standard highpower electron gun based on the thermoelectric emission; Ð a system for preacceleration and injection of electrons: linear (linac) (2) or ring (booster) (3) preaccelerators; Ð a hollow torroidal chamber of the accelerator where the beam of ultrarelativistic electrons moves. High vacuum has to be maintained in this chamber (10 79 ± 10 710 Torr) in order to reduce energy losses of the electrons due to collisions with background molecules; Ð a system of bending magnets (magnetic dipoles) (4), which define closed-loop trajectory of the electrons' movement. Between the bending magnets the particles move linearly. It is in the bending magnets that the synchrotron radiation directed tangentially to the beam trajectory is generated (see Fig. 1 ); Ð a system of magnetic lenses (5), viz., magnetic quadrupoles and higher-order magnets, which is used for the electron beam focusing;
Ð an electromagnetic system (6) is used for the acceleration of electrons up to ultrarelativistic velocities as well as for compensation of energy losses due to emitted radiation (radiofrequency resonator); Ð specialised magnetic devices (insertion devices) (7), viz., undulators and wigglers, are inserted in straight sections between the bending magnets. These devices are used for the generation of SR with enhanced characteristics compared to the bending magnet radiation. Though these are optional components of a storage ring, they are installed in the majority of modern storage rings; Ð a biological protection concrete wall (10) adsorbs background radiation of the storage ring. Photon beams are guided by evacuated channels (8) through the biological protection wall to the experimental station (9) , where experimental stations and all devices for investigations and other works based on SR utilisation are situated.
Design parameters of a storage ring and characteristics of synchrotron radiation
The main parameters of a storage ring as an SR source are as follows: the orbit radius R, along which the electrons move (in modern facilities, it is typically 10 ± 30 m), electron energy E (1 ± 6 GeV), magnetic field (B) in bending magnets (1 ± 2 T) and their number and electron current I, which is an integral measure of the total number of electrons in the storage ring chamber (50 ± 500 mA). These parameters are interlinked by the following relations: 4 ± 7 R E eB ,
where e is the electron charge;
where c is the velocity of light and N e is the total number of electrons in the chamber. The stability of an electron (or positron) { beam is characterised by a beam lifetime, which is the time required for the electron current to decrease by a factor of *2.7 (it corresponds to a decrease in ln I by unity). Beam lifetime depends primarily upon the vacuum quality in the chamber and can range from a few to a few tens hours. This governs the frequency of electron re-injections to the storage ring chamber required in order to maintain the intensity of SR at the appropriate level.
Design parameters of a storage ring determine the characteristics of SR it generates. Spectral distribution of the SR is commonly characterised by a critical wavelength l c or critical energy
(h is the Plank constant); l c is chosen so that the total energy emitted by the source at the wavelengths longer than l c was equal to the total energy emitted at shorter wavelengths. Size of a synchrotron radiation source is defined by the emittance e; this quantity is the product of a linear size of the emitting area of the electron beam by the divergence angle of the photon beam. Typical values of the vertical and horizontal emittances of modern SR sources lie in the range of 10 710 ± 10 78 and 10 78 ± 10 76 m rad, respectively.
The intensity of SR is characterised by its brilliance, which is determined as number of photons emitted in 1 s from the emitting surface unity into the solid angle unity within the certain photon energy bandwidth (BW). Usually, the bandwidth is chosen to be equal to 0.1% of E p (E p is the photon energy), the so-called 0.1% BW. Thus, the unit of measure of the brilliance is photon s 71 mm 72 rad 72 (0.1% BW) 71 . Other intensity characteristics include spectral flux, which is obtained by multiplication of the brilliance by horizontal and vertical emittances, and total flux, which is obtained by integration of the spectral flux over the entire range of the wavelengths emitted.
Total power W emitted by the electron beam per revolution and the critical wavelength depend on the electron energy in the beam, electron current and the orbit radius:
where g = E/m 0 c 2 is the relativistic (Lorentz) factor of an electron (m 0 is the rest mass of the electron) and (1) is an electron gun, (2) is a linear preaccelerator (linac), (3) is a ring preaccelerator (booster), (4) is a bending magnet, (5) is a system of`magnetic lenses', (6) is a radiofrequency resonator, (7) is a straight section suitable for accommodation of specialised insertion devices, (8) is a channel, (9) is an experimental station, (10) is a biological protection concrete wall.
{ Positron beams are used, for example, in the DCI storage ring (Orsay, France). The design of all storage rings in the SSRC (VEPP series) allows physical experiments using colliding electron ± positron beams (which are accelerated in opposite directions within the same chamber). Similar principles are implied in the German PETRA accelerator (Hamburg, Germany): its name stands for Positron-Electron Tandem Ring Accelerator. 
Most widespread types of insertion devices are undulators and wigglers. These are multipole magnetic systems with an intense magnetic field B (0.1 ± 10 T depending on the device type) and alternating polarity. The trajectory of electrons becomes strongly curved in the magnetic field of insertion devices, thus the synchrotron radiation with specially selected characteristics can be generated (Fig. 4) . Spectral distribution of synchrotron radiation emitted by a bending magnet, wiggler and undulator is shown in Fig. 5 ; the spectrum from a`classical' X-ray tube is also given for comparison. Yet another type of specialised magnetic insertion devices is long undulators or free-electron lasers (FEL), which act as sources of coherent monochromatic SR. Currently, more than 100 insertion devices are in operation in the synchrotron radiation centres world-wide.
Adjacent curved sections of the electrons' trajectory within an N-pole wiggler emit independently, which leads to an increase in the intensity of SR by a factor of N compared to radiation of a bending magnet. Yet another advantage of wigglers is that they allow for creation of magnetic fields much stronger (5 ± 10 T) than in a bending magnet since in the latter the value of B is linked to the orbit radius [see Eqn (1) ], which results in a shift of the critical wavelength to higher energy. This is achieved by using superconducting magnets, which induce transverse`beats' of the electrons' trajectory with amplitude of a few tenths mm. One wiggler may contain from several up to several tens of magnetic poles.
Compared to wiggler, an undulator is characterised by a larger number of magnetic poles, smaller separation between them and a weaker magnetic field (*1 T). The operation parameters of an undulator are chosen so as to achieve interference of the emission by adjacent curved trajectory sections. As a result of this interference, spectral distribution of the SR generated exhibits intensity maxima, i.e., the so-called undulator harmonics. The intensity of the harmonics, which is proportional to N 2 is much higher than that generated by both bending magnets and wigglers. Furthermore, the radiation emitted by an undulator is more directed, i.e., its emittance is diminished. 18 Due to differences in physical background and underlying mathematical formalism, synchrotron and undulator radiation are considered separately in the high-energy physics.
An important parameter of the SR is its polarisation, i.e., the existence of preferred directions of the electric field vector. There are two types of the`pure' polarisation, viz., linear polarisation (the electric field vector oscillates in a certain plane) and circular one (the electric field vector precesses clockwise or counter-clockwise in the plane perpendicular to the direction of the wave propagation). In contrast to X-rays generated by X-ray tubes, synchrotron radiation is always completely polarised. The bending magnet radiation is linearly polarised in the plane of electrons' movement. Upon deviations from this plane up or down, the radiation becomes partially circularly polarised (elliptic polarisation). The synchrotron radiation generated in insertion devices (wigglers or undulators) also exhibits linear or circular polarisation depending on the design of the corresponding device (for example, for generation of circularly polarised SR, helical undulators or elliptic multipole wigglers can be used).
Yet another important characteristic of SR is its coherence, i.e., correlation in oscillations of the electromagnetic field at different space points and at different time moments. The coherence determines the ability of radiation to produce an interference pattern; the planned fourth-generation SR sources approach lasers in this respect. There are two types of coherence, viz., temporal (longitudinal) coherence, which depends mostly on monochromaticity of the SR beam and is characterised by the longitudinal coherence length, and spatial (transverse) coherence, which is, first of all, determined by the emittance of the source.
Synchrotron radiation has a pulse structure. Due to relativistic effects, the electron beam in the storage ring is split into separate moving clusters (bunches), each bunch is of a few cm in length. Therefore, electron current through a bending magnet is not continuous and the SR generated contains periodic pulses with duration of a few tens ps with nanosecond intervals between them. Under certain injection conditions, it is possible to achieve the state where only one bunch of electrons moves in the storage ring (single-bunch mode). In this case, both pulse durations and intervals between them are highly regular, which can be of great importance for time-resolved studies of fast processes.
The key parameter of a SR source is its emittance. It is the emittance, which depends upon perfection of the magnetic system of the source, that reflects most clearly the level of industrial technology involved in the construction of the storage ring. As a rule, the emittance is correlated with the brilliance: the smaller the emittance the higher the brilliance. In addition brilliance depends on the electron current. According to the value of emittance, all the operating synchrotron centres (Table 1) can be conventionally subdivided into generations. First-generation storage rings built in the 60's have the emittance of 100 ± 500 nm rad. They were designed and constructed within the scopes of nuclear physics research programmes and thus were not optimised for applications based on utilisation of the synchrotron radiation and such applications took only small portion of the all available beamtime. SR studies on the first-generation storage rings were often conducted in parallel to the main studies on high-energy physics of the electron, positron, or electron ± positron colliding beams (in the so-called`parasitic' mode). In the 80's, the second-generation storage rings with emittance of the order of 50 ± 150 nm rad appeared. These accelerators were specialised for SR applications, so they are often referred to as dedicated sources. Most of storage rings which are in operation nowadays belong to the second generation. Several most modern storage rings built in the 90's are classified as third-generation storage rings. They are characterised by emittance of the order of 1 ± 10 nm rad and, as a constructive design feature, contain many straight sections in their vacuum chamber between bending magnets for installation of insertion devices. Brilliance of SR sources increases by 2 ± 3 orders of magnitude with each new generation. 19 For example, brilliance [photon s 71 mm 72 rad 72 (0.1% BW) 71 ] of first-generation SR sources is 10 9 ± 10 12 , of second-generation SR sources, it is 10 12 ± 10 15 , of third-generation SR sources, it is 10 18 ± 10 23 and > 10 24 as expected for X-ray free-electron lasers. For comparison, brilliance of standard X-ray tubes and X-ray tubes with rotating anode is only 10 6 ± 10 7 .
The modern SR sources generate radiation, which is more intense than that of X-ray tubes by a factor of 10 8 ± 10 14 . Further modernisation of third-generation storage rings will soon lead to à diffraction limit' of a single electron emittance (e 0 ) e 0 = l 2p (where l is the wavelength of emitted photons), which is equal to 16 pm at l = 1 # A (E = 12 keV). Thus the currently exploited SR sources are close to the physical limit of brilliance 10 24 photon s 71 mm 72 rad 72 (0.1% BW) 71 . The advent of fourth-generation sources with emittance of the order of 0.01 nm rad is related to new technological schemes, such as utilisation of linear accelerators or multi-ring recuperator accelerators and FELs. 12 
Components of experimental stations
Special channels guide synchrotron radiation generated in bending magnets, wigglers or undulators to experimental stations (see. Fig. 3 ). High vacuum should be maintained in these channels, as in the main chamber, in order to minimise losses and radiation background due to absorption of photons by molecules of gases within the channel. Though exact instrumentation of each station largely depends on the specificity of the method used, several main components are common for most stations. These are X-ray optics elements, X-ray monochromators and X-ray detectors. 20 Virtually in all the cases, optical transformation of the primary SR beam is necessary for experiments, viz., collimation (transformation of a divergent beam into a parallel one) and focusing (transformation of a divergent or parallel beam into a convergent one). X-Ray beams with small linear sizes are widely used in X-ray microprobe techniques, X-ray microscopy and microspectroscopy. X-Ray monochromators, which allow one to extract a narrow spectral band with certain (and variable in most cases) wavelength from`white' synchrotron radiation, are also often considered as X-ray optical elements.
The main tasks of the X-ray optics development include the increase in the energy and spatial resolution and the decrease in the intensity losses associated with the interaction of the respective elements with SR beams. Optical schemes for focusing and monochromatisation of visible light beams (and also, to a great extent, in IR and soft UV spectral ranges), viz., lenses, prisms, etc., are based on the dispersion phenomenon, i.e., the dependence of the refraction coefficient on the wavelength. However, the refraction coefficient for X-rays in most of materials is very close to unity and virtually independent of the wavelength (see below). Besides, soft X-rays are strongly absorbed by virtually all materials (including air). Thus alternative basic principles are used in X-ray optics, such as total external reflection at incidence angles less than 0.1 8 (grazing incidence), Fresnel scattering and Bragg diffraction.
Most typical optical elements aimed at collimating and focusing the synchrotron X-ray beams include: grazing incidence concave mirrors (toroidal, spherical, cylindrical, etc.), curved single crystals, Fresnel zone plates (FZP), Bragg Fresnel lenses (Bragg Fresnel optics, BFO) and tapered capillaries (Fig. 6 ). Minimal linear size of an X-ray beam achieved in modern SR centres using microcapillary techniques is 20 ± 50 nm. The disadvantage of tapered capillaries is strong divergence of the focused beam after the focal point, so they should be mounted very closely to the sample under investigation. FZP and BFO allow one to produce virtually parallel X-ray beams with linear sizes of the order of 1 mm. In applications which do not require very high spatial resolution, concave X-ray mirrors are most commonly used. Generally, an X-ray mirror represents a glass or silicon support coated with a fine and extremely smooth layer of non-oxidisable noble metals (Rh, Pt or Au). A focusing mirror allows amplification of SR beam intensity by 1 ± 2 orders of magnitude at the costs of decrease in its linear size.
Some of the aforementioned optical elements (curved crystals, FZP, BFO) can also play a role of a monochromator. In addition, multilayer periodical structures and coatings as well as gratings are often used as monochromators for soft X-rays. Multilayer X-ray mirrors produce sufficiently high intensity of the reflected a In parentheses, the year of last large update of the storage ring is specified.
beam even at usual incidence angles (up to a few degrees) and simultaneously focus and monochromatise the primary beam.
In the hard X-ray range, single crystals oriented in a diffracting position by one of its crystallographic planes are most typical monochromators. Among such monocromators, flat single-crystal plates, channel-cut monochromators and more advanced double crystal monochromators with two independent drives are well known. Upon variation of an incident radiation wavelength, the exit-axis of a channel-cut monochromator can drift by a few millimeters, whilst the independent drives of two single crystals make it possible to fix the spatial direction of the monochromatised beam.
The most important characteristic of a monochromator is its energy (or wavelength) resolution DE/E (or Dl/l). For example, energy resolution of a monochromator based on a flat mosaic graphite crystal with the diffracting plane [002] is *10 72 ; for double crystal monochromator with Si [111] crystals, this value is *10 74 . Higher resolution can be achieved by utilising lowintensity reflections from higher-order crystallographic planes along directions almost perpendicular to the crystal surface (back reflections). For instance, monochromators with Si [13 13 13] crystals in the back reflection geometry allow one to reach a Dl/l resolution of &10 78 . For experiments requiring very high energy resolution, systems of nested double crystal monochromators are often applied (Fig. 7) . A very promising direction in the field of X-ray monochromatisation is the utilisation of the resonance nuclear diffraction phenomenon, which allows one to reach resolutions down to 10 710 . It has to be noted that monochromatisation of a`white' SR beam (extraction of a narrow spectral band) is always accompanied by great losses in intensity.
An X-ray beam monochromatised using Bragg diffraction from a single crystal is always contaminated with higher harmonics, i.e., radiation components with an energy multiple of the main component. In order to reject these harmonics, grazing incidence mirrors are often used with parameters adjusted so that the total reflection condition holds for the main component only; higher harmonics in this case pass without changing direction. In doublecrystal monochromators, the harmonic rejection can be achieved by slight detuning of the two diffracting crystalline planes (this is however accompanied by noticeable losses in the main component intensity).
In some methods, (e.g., in the energy-dispersive modification of XAFS spectroscopy, see below), similar X-ray optical elements based on Bragg diffraction (in particular, curved single crystals) are used not for monochromatisation but for decomposition of the`white' beam into spectral components and defining certain spatial directions for photons with different energies (crystalpolychromators).
For control and modification of SR polarisation properties, a specialised polarised optics is used: crystal-polarisers, X-ray quarter-wave plates, phase retarders, etc. The state-of-the-art of modern X-ray optics is discussed in detail in a number of reviews (see, for example, Refs 1 ± 4, 20 ± 22).
Virtually any experiment utilising X-ray radiation requires measurement of beam intensities (primary, transmitted through a sample, fluorescent, etc.). For this purpose, X-ray detectors are used. Basic characteristics of an X-ray detector are sensitivity, linearity range, maximum load, counting rate, energy and spatial resolution. The following types of detectors are most often used in modern synchrotron radiation centres: photographic films and plates, ionisation chambers, proportional counters, scintillation detectors, solid state semiconducting detectors and chargecoupled devices (CCD).
Depending on spatial resolution, all detectors can be subdivided into point and position-sensitive detectors (PSD). In turn, the latter can be linear (1D) or two-dimensional (2D). PSDs allow registration of X-ray intensity distribution over a certain spatial area. Of them, multichannel (multiwire) proportional counters, detectors of the type Image Plates (which transform X-rays into visible light in recurring cycles`energy storage as crystalline lattice defects ± stimulated emission in the visible spectral range upon laser irradiation') and CCDs are most popular.
Scintillation counters and ionisation chambers are`classical' X-ray detectors. They possess extremely high sensitivity (down to registration of single photons). Ionisation chambers are often used as primary beam monitors due to their wide linearity range and ability to operate under conditions of very intense X-ray beams. For some specific tasks (such as imaging, small angle scattering, sample adjustment in a beam), photofilm and photosensitive paper are still in use.
Solid-state semiconducting detectors exhibit high energy resolution. They are applied in cases where a spectral distribution analysis of the detected X-ray radiation is required. Avalanche photodiodes (APD), where each photon coming into the semiconducting diode generates an`avalanche' of electron ± hole pairs are the fastest of the modern X-ray detectors. Such detectors allow intensity measurements for very short pulses of SR (*0.1 ns), so they are widely adopted in time-resolved studies of fast processes.
III. Interaction of X-rays with matter
Upon interaction with the matter, X-ray radiation can be scattered or absorbed. These processes as well as combined phenomena of inelastic and anomalous scattering form the basis of X-ray methods of physicochemical analysis. When a photon is scattered on a particle of a medium and changes its directions, its energy can either be conserved (elastic scattering) or partially transferred to the matter (inelastic scattering). Inelastic scattering can be due to various channels of energy transfer including excitation of collective vibrations of atomic nuclei in a crystalline lattice (phonons) or charge carriers, viz., electrons and holes in a conduction zone (plasmons); excitation of electrons from valence zone to vacant energy levels with creation of electron ± hole pairs; ionisation of core level electrons of light elements (the so-called X-ray Raman scattering).
For standard energy of a primary beam of *10 keV, inelastic losses due to phonon excitations have the order of a few meV, plasmon losses and losses due to electron ± hole pairs creation lie in the range of 0.5 ± 10 eV, ionisation of core electron levels may lead to losses of several tens or hundred eV (depending on the binding energy of the excited level). In the case of very hard X-ray radiation, the energy of which is much larger than the binding energies of electrons in atoms, the dominant channel of inelastic scattering is the Compton scattering of X-ray photons on quasifree electrons (without quantum restrictions on the momentum and energy transfer). Harder g-radiation with energy starting from several MeV (which usually is not produced by standard SR sources and thus is not considered in detail in this review { ) interacts with the matter through the mechanisms of elementary particles' transformation, for example, by generation of electron ± positron pairs.
Elastic (coherent) scattering of X-ray photons depends primarily on their interaction with electron shells of atoms (Thomson scattering). Since the energies (i.e., the wavelengths) of all the scattered photons are the same, elastic scattering can lead to diffraction, i.e., a spatial redistribution of the scattered beam intensity as a result of interference of waves coming from different atoms. When atomic arrangement has a translational symmetry (as in crystals), diffraction reflections, i.e., narrow maxima of the scattered wave intensity arise at certain directions. Furthermore, a persistence of a mean local atomic order even in amorphous substances gives rise to sinusoidal oscillations of the smooth (without sharp maxima) elastically scattered background as a function of the scattering angle. Diffraction phenomena form the basis of a number of experimental techniques which allow studies of fine details in the structure of the matter, including local atomic environment, supramolecular arrangement and periodicity elements (types of partial ordering). 23, 24 Absorption of X-ray photons leading to attenuation of the photon beam as it propagates in a medium is primarily related to the photoelectric effect, i.e., photoionisation of inner electronic shells of atoms. In this case, a vacancy (hole) in the respective core electron level and a free electron are generated. All the methods of X-ray absorption spectroscopy are based on the analysis of X-ray absorption coefficient as a function of the energy of incident photons. Energy and spatial distribution of the photoelectrons generated in this process are the main subject of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy techniques. 25 The excited state with a vacancy in the core level (X-ray term), to which an atom transfers upon absorption of an X-ray photon, is metastable with a lifetime not longer than 10 715 ± 10 716 s. The photoionised atom tends to diminish its energy by filling the core level hole with an electron from higher-lying levels. This can be achieved either through emission of an X-ray photon of lower energy (X-ray fluorescence) or through a radiationless twoelectron process involving a transition of one electron from a higher electronic level to the core level vacancy with simultaneous detachment of a second electron (the Auger process). X-Ray fluorescence is the dominant direction of decay of an X-ray term with a K-shell hole (K-term) for atoms with atomic numbers Z > 20 and with Z > 90 for an L-term (Fig. 8 ).
X-Ray fluorescence and the Auger process result in new holes and thus evoke a cascade of secondary processes, such as emission of secondary electrons, fluorescence in the longer wavelength region, etc. In particular, secondary processes can lead to the appearance of luminescence in the visible light range. This phenomenon forms the physical background of the XEOL (X-ray excited optical luminescence) method. Energy transferred to the system from the absorbed X-ray photon can result in cleavage of chemical bonds and detachment of molecular fragments (photostimulated ion desorption, PSID). X-Ray absorption by semiconducting materials is accompanied by an increase in concentration of charge carriers in the conduction zone and thus by an increase in their conductivities. Secondary processes initiated by absorption of X-ray photons are widely utilised in various techniques like X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy, Auger electron spectroscopy, secondary electron spectroscopy, etc.
Absorption of X-ray photons in matter can also occur due to nuclear excitations. In particular, the MoÈ ssbauer spectroscopy is based on this phenomenon. Generally, this technique is not considered as a sort of X-ray spectroscopy but rather referred to as a distinct field, viz., g-spectroscopy. However such a discrimination is arbitrary: the energy of the nuclear transition in the 57 Fe isotope, most often exploited in the MoÈ ssbauer spectroscopy (14.4 keV) is close and even slightly less than the energy of characteristic radiation produced by an Mo K a X-ray tube, which is most popular in X-ray diffraction experiments (17.4 keV). The energy of nuclear excitations for many other isotopes commonly studied by MoÈ ssbauer spectroscopy lies also in the range of 10 ± 100 keV attainable with modern SR sources. As in the case of electron excitations, excited nuclear states are metastable (however their lifetimes are substantially longer than that of electronic states, viz., *10 77 s) and the excited nucleus reverts back to its ground state with emission of an X-ray photon of the corresponding energy. The energy of emitted photon may be equal to (elastic or coherent nuclear scattering), or slightly less (inelastic scattering) than, that of the initial radiation. Due to longer lifetime of excited nuclear states, absorption and emission bands associated with nuclear transitions are exceptionally narrow. 26 When X-ray beam strikes an interface, X-ray reflection occurs with the reflection angle equal to the incidence angle. However, in contrast to, for example, visible light, the probability of the X-ray reflection decreases rapidly with an increase in the incidence angle and for large incidence angle common for visible light optics, the X-ray beam simply crosses the interface not changing its direction. Noticeable X-ray reflection can be observed only at very small grazing incidence angles (*0. 1 8 depth of X-ray radiation into the matter is only of a few atomic layers (Fig. 9 ). This phenomenon has to be taken into consideration in design of X-ray mirrors and focusing microcapillaries; moreover, it is the basis of a number of surface investigation techniques.
IV. X-Ray methods of physicochemical analysis
All X-ray-based research methods can be classified based on the processes which accompany interaction of X-rays with the matter. According to this principle, the following groups of methods can be formulated: X-ray spectroscopy, X-ray electron spectroscopy, X-ray diffraction and X-ray inelastic scattering. Additional independent groups include methods utilising effect of the resonance nuclear scattering (MoÈ ssbauer spectroscopy) and imaging techniques.
X-Ray spectroscopy a. X-Ray absorption spectroscopy
The subject of X-ray absorption spectroscopy is the analysis of the X-ray absorption coefficient (m) as a function of the incident photons energy m = m(E). In the most common transmission mode, the linear absorption coefficient is determined by the formula
where I 0 and I t are intensities of the incident X-ray beam and the beam transmitted through the sample. This formula coincides with the respective relations for linear absorption coefficients in other spectral ranges (UV, visible, IR), since X-ray absorption also obeys the Bouguer ± Lambert ± Beer law, which links attenuation and optical path of radiation propagating in a medium. The major part of modern X-ray absorption spectroscopy studies is performed using SR, since they require scanning the incident beam energy over a broad spectral range. The X-ray absorption coefficient increases sharply for certain values of incident radiation energy superimposed on a smooth m(E) curve monotonically decreasing with an increase in the energy. This resonance absorption induced by photoionisation of atoms of a certain element (see above) define`triangular' shape of X-ray absorption bands (Fig. 10 a) . Near the absorption edge, the m(E) manifests a fine structure. The fine structure is subdivided into two types, viz., X-ray absorption near-edge structure XANES (Fig. 10,b ) and extended X-ray absorption fine structure expressed as c(k) EXAFS (Fig. 10 c) . XANES covers the energy range from *50 eV before the absorption edge up to 100 ± 150 eV after it. This fine structure is composed of relatively narrow resonance bands generated by electron transitions from the core level to vacant energy levels up to complete ionisation (i.e., photoionisation) along with broader bands associated with electron transitions to quasi-bound states (multiple scattering). The oscillatory structure EXAFS, which appears as a result of a free photoelectron scattering on the local atomic environment, is observed in the energy range of 100 ± 1000 eV above the absorption edge. XANES spectroscopy is used in studies of electronic structure of substances, including determination of the energy and symmetry of vacant orbitals in molecules or unoccupied zones above the Fermi level in solids. In particular, using this method, information on the oxidation state and coordination symmetry of the central atom can be obtained. 27, 28 Analysis of EXAFS gives additional structural information on the local order around the absorbing atom, including the type and the number of closest neighbours as well as interatomic distances within a sphere with the radius of 5 ± 6 # A (see Fig. 10 d) . 29, 30 In addition to the interatomic distances, bond angles can be found using such modern approaches as the assessment of multiple photoelectron scattering or simultaneous fitting of spectra measured at the absorption edges of several elements in the sample. In modern X-ray absorption spectroscopy, a common term XAFS (or XAS), which covers both EXAFS and XANES, is often used.
Since the intensities of all the secondary processes are determined by the number of X-ray photons absorbed (i.e., by the number of holes generated in the core level), the quantum yields of these processes are proportional to the X-ray absorption coefficient and their energy dependencies exhibit XAFS-like fine structures. For example, such a fine structure is manifested in the dependence of the X-ray fluorescence intensity I f on the energy of incident photons. Due to substantially higher signal-to-background ratio, the fluorescence yield defined as the ratio of I f to the intensity of the excitation radiation I 0
is 10 to 100-fold more sensitive to the oxidation state and local atomic environment of the photoionised atom than the X-ray absorption coefficient measured in the transmission mode. XAFS in the fluorescence yield mode can be used for the analysis of the oxidation state and coordination of admixture atoms (in concentrations down to 0.1% ± 0.2%). 31 Registration of the total or the Auger electron yield 
(where i e is the electron current) as a function of incident photon energy leads to enhancement of EXAFS sensitivity to surface layers of the sample since the escape depth of electrons does not exceed 50 ± 100 # A. 32 The optical luminescence yield in XEOL 33 or the ion yield in PSID 34 can be used in a similar way. XAFS allows investigations of substances in any aggregate state. Therefore, it is applicable to the solution of a broad range of structural chemical problems related to the electronic state and local atomic surroundings of a certain element. Methods of X-ray absorption spectroscopy proved to be efficient in structural investigations of semiconductors, 35 superconductors, 36 amorphous glasses and alloys, 37 polymeric electrolytes, 38 ceramics, 39 metallocentres in biomolecules, 40 ± 42 supported catalysts, 43 ± 45 metallic nanoclusters, 46 ± 48 etc. XAFS studies of solutions reveal information on structural rearrangements of molecules, 49 solvation mechanisms and structures of solvate shells of ions. 50, 51 This method can be used for structural monitoring of reactions in solutions (e.g., electrochemical processes). 52 Structural studies of melts give important information on the nature of the interatomic interactions. 53 In the soft X-ray range at the absorption edges of light elements, such as B, C, N, O and F (the excitation energies from 100 to 1000 eV), the X-ray absorption fine structure is usually referred to as NEXAFS (near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure). 54 Soft X-rays are strongly absorbed in matter (photon free path is only a few tens of nm), therefore NEXAFS is a surfacesensitive technique. The corresponding spectra are generally recorded in vacuum or in a helium atmosphere in the total electron yield mode. The NEXAFS spectroscopy is widely applied for characterisation of polymers, 55 chemisorbed molecules, 56 adsorbed monolayers, 57 Langmuir ± Blodgett films, etc. For example, thin films of higher fullerenes, which are available only in minute quantities, have been characterised using this method. 58 Though extended oscillating structure is not very prominent in NEXAFS spectra, they are sensitive to the long-range atomic ordering, 57, 58 which allows identification of, for example, conformations of long-chain hydrocarbon fragments or individual atomic clusters C n with n 4 96 ( Fig. 11 ). 58 Recently, significant attention has been drawn to XAFS spectroscopy in the energy range of 1.5 ± 3 keV, which is intermediate between hard (> 5 keV) and soft (< 1 keV) X-rays. 59 Such techniques require expensive ultrahigh vacuum equipment, which is generally utilised in the soft X-ray region, but methodological approaches developed for hard X-ray studies can be applied to them. As an example, SOEXAFS (soft EXAFS) may be mentioned. The aforementioned energy range covers K absorption edges of such key elements as magnesium (*1.30 keV), aluminium (*1.56 keV) and silicon (*1.84 keV), which form the base for many building materials and composites, natural minerals, supports for catalysts, organometallic reagents, etc. 60 ± 62 Furthermore, K-edges of phosphorus (2.14 keV) and sulfur (2.47 keV), which are constituent of many organic molecules, also belong to this region. 63 b. X-Ray fluorescence spectroscopy Methods of X-ray fluorescence (emission) spectroscopy (XRF) are based on detection and spectral analysis of the secondary radiation emitted by a substance following absorption of monochromatic or`white' synchrotron radiation. They are in active use for elemental analysis of specimens of various origin. 64 An X-ray emission spectrum in XRF analysis measured usually in a broad energy range (typically up to a few tens keV) presents a set of characteristic emission lines corresponding to electron transitions from occupied levels to core holes. Modern synchrotron radiation-based X-ray fluorescence analysis is one of the most sensitive and accurate non-destructive methods for the determination of trace element concentration. In routine multi-element analysis, the lowest detection limit for a broad range of elements from calcium to actinides reaches the level of 0.1 ppm (i.e., 10 77 g g 71 ); 65 *0.1 mg of a sample is required to carry out the measurement and the measurement itself takes a few minutes. This enables compositional analysis of samples available only in very small amounts, such as in the case of microelement distribution in lunar rock probes (Fig. 12) . 66 In dedicated studies optimised for quantitative analysis of a single element or a limited range of elements, the sensitivity as high as *1 ppb (i.e., 10 79 g g 71 ) and even several ppt (i.e., 10 712 g g 71 ) in the analysis of aerosols pumped through a filter, can be achieved. 67 High-resolution X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy is an established technique for characterisation of the electronic structure of matter, viz., for the determination of energy distribution of occupied electronic states below the Fermi level. Information on the electronic structure collected by this method is complementary to that obtained using X-ray absorption spectroscopy. Exact positions of X-ray fluorescence lines recorded with high precision depend upon the oxidation state and coordination environment of the element under study. 68 High-resolution XRF spectroscopy can thus be considered as an analogue of the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (see next section), which does not require recourse to ultrahigh vacuum equipment. X-Ray fluorescence spectroscopy in the soft X-ray region is particularly informative in studies of organic molecules. 69 ± 71 Resonant photoionisation of atoms of a certain element achieved using monochromatic radiation with the specially adjusted energy (resonant X-ray emission) enhances selectively the intensities of transitions to the vacant level generated in this process and of all the transitions in the cascade of associated secondary processes. This leads to a substantial increase in the sensitivity. 72 For instance, in a study of CO chemisorbed on metallic Ni, this approach allowed one to demonstrate experimentally donation of electrons from the Ni atoms to the 2p* molecular orbital of CO ( Fig. 13 and Scheme 1).
Recent achievements in the field of applications and instrumentation of synchrotron X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy are discussed in reviews. 64, 73, 74 c. X-Ray electron spectroscopy In traditional methods of X-ray electron spectroscopy, the energy distribution of electrons knocked out of the sample by an X-ray beam is analysed. There are several types of X-ray electron spectroscopy, such as X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, sometimes also referred to as ESCA, i.e., electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis), Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), secondary electron spectroscopy (SES), etc. All the electron spectroscopy techniques are used for surface studies since the electron escape depth in the energy range typical of these methods does not exceed 50 ± 100 # A. XPS and AES are common methods for quantitative analysis of the surface chemical composition. Positions of lines in the XPS spectra correspond to binding energies of the corresponding electron levels, i.e., they give information on the electronic state of atoms at the surface (chemical shift of core levels) and energy structure of the valence zone. Several other effects are manifested in XPS and give additional information, viz., spin-orbit splitting of lines into multiplets, two-electron excitation processes (low energy shake-up and shake-off satellites), inelastic energy losses of photoelectrons (characteristic bulk and surface plasmons). The use of SR increases the sensitivity and energy resolution of the method noticeably due to high intensity of SR and availability of strictly monochromatic X-ray beams, respectively. 75 Variation of the excitation energy, for example, allows one to distinguish photoelectron and the Auger lines in complex spectra (the positions of the Auger lines, in contrast to photoelectron ones, do not depend on the excitation energy). 25, 76 As in the case of XRF, additional information can be obtained from XPS spectra provided that the excitation energy is chosen close to one of the edges of resonance absorption (resonant photoemission). This method, in particular, can be used for the determination of contributions of certain atomic orbitals to molecular orbitals, which is important for chemical bonding description, for example, in transition metal complexes with p-ligands (Fig. 14) . 77, 78 By varying energy of the incident beam, incidence angle or electron escape angle, one may reconstruct concentration vs. depth profiles of the elements under study.
A new promising branch of photoelectron spectroscopy, viz., angular-resolved X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (ARXPS), 79 Sharp increase in the band A intensity for the excitation energy of *48 eV due to approach of the excitation energy to the MII,III absorption edge of Ti (3p ? 3d resonance) indicates that this band is mostly composed of Ti 3d atomic orbital; bands B and C correspond to molecular orbitals with significant contribution of the ligand orbitals. 77 is actively developing in modern SR centres over the last years. This method is based on registration of a spatial distribution of photoelectrons with certain kinetic energies (Fig. 15) . Analysis of this distribution allows one to extract the contribution of photoelectron scattering on local atoms surrounding the photoionised atom, i.e., the effect of the photoelectron diffraction. In contrast to other techniques utilising electron diffraction, such as lowenergy electron diffraction (LEED) or reflected high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED), the photoelectron diffraction is observed in systems both with and without long-range atomic ordering of a surface. ARXPS, like XAFS, allows studies of local atomic environment of photoionised atoms in samples with disordered or partially ordered surface structure. In particular, this method proved its effectiveness in studies of sorption ± desorption processes. This allows one to reveal positions and orientations of diatomic or more complex molecules adsorbed on crystallographic faces of metal single crystals and to estimate adlayer ± support distances as a function of adsorbate concentration. Photoelectron diffraction can be applied to structural characterisation of various surface systems, viz., thin films, epitaxial deposits, surface alloys, metal ± semiconductor interfaces, oxide layers, supported metal nanoclusters, products of ionimplantation, as well as processes like growth of interfaces and surface phase transitions including melting. 80 ± 82 Further development of the theory and instrumentation of ARXPS has lead to appearance of a new method for surface structural studies, viz., photoelectron holography. Photoelectron holography is based on mathematical processing of large body of data on the intensities of photoelectron lines obtained by varying the sample orientation relative to the incident beam and detector (both azimuthal and polar scans) and excitation X-ray radiation energy. Holographic processing of ARXPS data allows complete reconstruction of spatial arrangement of atoms within the sphere with a radius of 5 ± 20 # A around the photoionised atom with an accuracy in atomic positions of 0.02 ± 0.05 # A. 83 Similar approaches are being developed in Auger electron spectroscopy and X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy. 84 2. X-Ray diffraction methods a. Single crystal X-ray diffraction X-Ray diffractometry is a most important experimental method of modern structural chemistry. This allows one to determine the atomic structure of a single crystal (including unit cell parameters, space group, coordinates and types of atoms within the unit cell and parameters of their thermal vibrations). Based on atomic coordinates, any structural characteristics like interatomic distances, bond and torsion angles, etc., can easily be calculated. In contrast to the majority of structural methods, X-ray diffractometry allows complete objective determination of a crystal structure without prior knowledge of any of its structural characteristics and even chemical composition.
The set of experimental data measured by X-ray diffractometry includes angle coordinates and intensities of reflections generated by diffraction of X-rays on a single crystal. The scattering of X-rays occurs primarily on electron shells; thus, mathematical processing of the experimental data (Eulerian angles and intensities of reflections) allows reconstruction of the electron density distribution r(r) in the unit cell. In routine diffraction experiments, distinct maxima of the r(r) function corresponding to the centres of atoms, are revealed with the accuracy of 0.01 ± 0.02 # A. Based on high-precision data, fine features of the electron density distribution functions, such as valence electrons redistribution due to formation of chemical bonds, as well as other physicochemical characteristics of a crystal related to r(r) can be analysed. Qualitatively, the redistribution of electron density can be visualised in deformational electron density maps Dr(r) obtained by subtraction of the promolecule's electron density [composed of spherically symmetric non-interacting atoms whose positions are determined from the`high-angle' refinement of the structure versus reflections with high (siny)/l ratio, where y is the diffraction angle and l is the wavelength] from the total experimental r(r) function.
Currently, the most popular technique in chemical X-ray crystallography is the conventional single crystal diffractometry based on diffraction of monochromatic X-ray beam on a single crystal. X-Ray tubes are most often used as an X-ray source. A serious disadvantage of this method is very strict requirements to the quality of a sample under study. It has to be a well-formed single crystal with linear dimensions of approximately 0.1 ± 1 mm and a sufficient diffraction power at a fixed wavelength (typically, characteristic Mo K a l = 0.71 # A or Cu K a l = 1.54 # A radiation). If a crystal is smaller than the dimensions mentioned or it is of poor quality (due to domain misorientation, static or dynamic disorder of molecules or molecular fragments in the unit cell, etc.), the routine structure solution becomes very complicated or even impossible. Such accompanying phenomena as X-ray absorption, anomalous dispersion, multiple diffraction and extinction (deviations of X-ray reflection intensities from the values predicted by the kinematic X-ray scattering theory) further decrease accuracy of the X-ray diffraction results. 23, 24 The use of SR in X-ray crystallography eliminates many restrictions of this method. Due to high intensity of SR beams with a capability of their further focusing and collimation by X-ray optics, it is possible to collect reflection sets of satisfactory quality for weakly diffracting and very small crystals. Low divergence of SR beams leads to improvement of angle resolution in high-precision diffraction experiments. 85 ± 88 Routine synchrotron X-ray crystallographic studies of lowmolecular-weight compounds are now developing in two principal directions, viz., investigations of samples not applicable to laboratory diffractometry (e.g., due to a weak diffraction power) 89, 90 and experimental investigations of electron density distribution in crystals. 91 Nowadays, crystals with linear dimensions down to several micrometers can be characterised by X-ray diffraction in synchrotron centres. 92, 93 Such crystals are commonly formed in a chemical synthesis 94 and they are particularly typical in geology and mineralogy. 95, 96 For mounting of such small crystals onto a diffractometer, special methods and devices (for example, on the stage of an electron microscope) are required. 97, 98 In the 90's, systematic studies of electron density distribution in crystals based on high-precision diffraction experiments were started in synchrotron radiation centres. Data acquisition time required for these studies shortened down to 15 ± 20 hours from 10 ± 15 days needed with laboratory equipment. Furthermore, requirements for the quality of single crystals for the studies also became not so strict as, for example, in high-precision studies (Fig. 16 ). 99 ± 102 Application of hard X-ray radiation reduces absorption and extinction and increases the resulting accuracy due to larger number of observed reflections with high (siny)/l ratio. In high-precision laboratory experiments, Ag K a line of X-ray tubes (l = 0.56 # A) is used whereas several studies with synchrotron radiation wavelengths as short as 0.3 ± 0.1 # A have been reported. 103 Electrostatic electron energy analyser Figure 15 . A scheme of a photoelectron spectrometer for recording angular-resolved spectra.
In processing of high-precision synchrotron X-ray diffraction data, the most advanced computational techniques are applied, viz., multipole refinement and topological analysis of the r(r) function. 99, 106 Comparison of SR-based and laboratory approaches shows that the accuracy of synchrotron diffraction experiments is at least not lower than that obtained using laboratory diffractometers and is noticeably higher in many cases (see Fig. 14) . 100, 107, 108 For example, one of the most accurate structures ever solved from single crystal X-ray diffraction data is racemic DL-serine: data collected at HASYLAB (Hamburg, Germany) at the wavelength of 0.45 # A. 99 Currently, X-ray crystallography is widely applied in studies of biological macromolecules (proteins, nucleic acids, polysaccharides, viruses, etc.). 109 Single crystals of biopolymers possess large unit cells with parameters of 50 ± 500 # A containing up to several hundred thousand independent atoms. For this reason, measurement and structure solution techniques applied in this field have to be noticeably altered. The`classical' X-ray diffraction study allows one to reconstruct the electron density map of the crystal of a biopolymer with a relatively low resolution (3 ± 5 # A), in which typical functional groups or fragments rather than single atoms can be seen on a partially resolved background of hydration water molecules (which can occupy 15% ± 20% of the crystal volume). Furthermore, large and well formed single crystals of biopolymers are extremely difficult to grow and they easily decompose under X-ray irradiation, since the standard data acquisition can take several weeks on a laboratory diffractometer.
Distinct advantages of synchrotron radiation-based techniques caused a very fast growth of their application to crystallographic studies of proteins and other biopolymers. 100 ± 113 According to Biosync (an international organisation of SR users in the field of structural biology), the fraction of SR in all diffraction studies of new crystal structures of biological macromolecules has grown from 18% in 1990 to 44% in 1996. 114 Presently, almost a half of all studies in protein crystallography is performed using SR sources. In a number of cases, the use of SR allowed one to achieve the resolution comparable to the standard resolution in small-molecule X-ray crystallography. Thus in an X-ray diffraction study of the protein concanavalin A (molecular weight 25 000), the resolution of 0.93 # A has been reached, which made it possible to reveal and refine the positions of all 2134 nonhydrogen atoms within the unit cell in the anisotropic approximation. 115 Since the ratio of the number of independent reflections vs. refined parameters was relatively high, accuracy comparable to that of small-molecule crystallography has been obtained (Fig. 17) . Even higher resolution of 0.54 # A has been achieved in the diffraction study of the oligopeptide cramine and the deformation electron density map has been analysed for the first time for a protein molecule (data collected at HASYLAB). 116 As a recognition of great importance of structural biology for the modern science, the 1997 Nobel prize in chemistry was awarded to the international team including J E Walker (UK), P D Boyer (USA) and J C Skou (Dennmark) for the determination of the enzymatic mechanism of the intercellular synthesis of adenosine triphosphate (ATP). The key stage of the investigation was the single crystal structure study of the enzyme complex F1-ATPase using SR diffraction data collected in Daresbury Laboratory (UK).
This enzyme is a constituent of the ATP-synthase complex, which catalyses the last stage of the intercellular ATP synthesis by oxidative phosporylation of adenosine diphosphate. The solution of the structure of F1-ATPase (molecular weight 371 000, orthorhombic, unit cell parameters 28561086140 # A, space group P2 1 2 1 2 1 ) took 12 years. To date, it is the largest non-centrosymmetric crystal structure solved from X-ray diffraction data. 117 In addition to conventional diffractometry, the Laue diffraction method is widely applied in synchrotron crystallographic studies of proteins. In this method, the diffraction pattern is obtained by`white' X-ray beam scattering on a rotationally fixed single crystal. Combined utilisation of intense synchrotron radiation and area detectors allows investigations of extremely small single crystals (with a volume of *0.1 mm 3 ) with a very short data acquisition time (several ns). The unprecedented volume for a single crystal of gold studied by this method 118 is *10 73 mm 3 . During recent years, special techniques for data recording and processing have been developed in this field, which allow at present the ab initio (i.e., without any a priori structural models) solution of relatively simple structures solely from Laue diffraction data 119, 120 and refinement of structures of any complexities. 121 Yet another direction in the development of synchrotron X-ray crystallography is magnetic scattering. The incorporation of relativistic effects gives corrections of the X-ray scattering amplitude due to interaction of X-ray photons with magnetic moments of electrons. In a classical X-ray diffraction studies, scattering of photons on magnetic moments is several orders of magnitude weaker than that on charge density. However, the magnetic component increases in the case of very hard X-rays (80 ± 100 keV). Furthermore, the magnetic scattering intensity can be substantially enhanced (by 3 ± 4 orders of magnitude) when the scattered wavelength approaches an absorption edge of an element with unpaired electrons in the sample (the so-called X-ray resonance exchange scattering). In this case, the intensity of magnetic scattering of photons achieves the intensity of scattering on electron charge density. 122 Magnetic X-ray scattering leads to the appearance of forbidden diffraction maxima (extinction condition violations) and superstructure reflections corresponding to the sublattice of magnetic atoms. With synchrotron X-ray sources of high intensities it is possible to record magnetic reflections both in the resonance region and far from the absorption edges. 123, 124 It allows investigations of magnetic structures of paramagnetic crystals. In this respect, magnetic scattering of SR turns into an important alternative for the traditional technique in this field, viz., magnetic scattering of polarised neutrons. Magnetic X-ray scattering is widely used for studies of magnetic ordering in compounds of f-elements (lanthanides and actinides). 125 One of the first demonstrations of research capabilities of the technique has been the confirmation of helical magnetic structure (i.e., heliomagnetism, a particular case of antiferromagnetic ordering) in a number of rare-earth metals, in particular, in holmium. 126 Yet another emerging trend of synchrotron X-ray crystallography is the so-called perturbation crystallography, covering structural investigations of crystals in an external perturbing field, such as mechanical deformation, electrostatic or magnetic field and crystals of substances in excited states. 127 For instance, an X-ray diffraction study has been performed for a single crystal of 2-methyl-4-nitroaniline (exhibiting non-linear optical and piezoelectric properties) in an external electric field (NSLS, Stony Brook, USA). Changes in unit cell parameters and intensities of selected reflections for the crystal placed into the electrostatic field of 3.9610 6 V m 71 have been explained by rotation of the molecules tending to align their dipole moments with the direction of the external field. 128 Changes in unit cell parameters and electron charge density redistribution have been observed in a crystal of deuterated potassium dihydrophosphate KD 2 PO 4 (manifesting segnetoelectric and piezoelectric properties) in the electrostatic field of 1.3610 6 V m 71 . Upon application of the external field, a phase transition with alteration of space group and syngony (I42d ? Fdd2) has been detected. 129 A combined study using IR and X-ray diffraction data for a single crystal of the Na 2 [Ru(NO 2 ) 4 (NO)OH] . 2H 2 O photochromic complex with excitation by a laser pulse has been carried out in ESRF (Grenoble, France). 130 An excited state of the molecule (with relative population of 0.2 ± 0.3) has been detected and structurally characterised. The excitation is accompanied by elongation of the N7O bond by 0.19(5) # A and decrease in the Ru7N7O bond angle by 6(2) 8. Earlier, a non-zero population of an excited state with changed geometry of the MNO fragment has been observed for (Z 5 -C 5 H 5 )NiNO by XAFS spectroscopy. 131 b. X-Ray powder diffraction Techniques of X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) or X-ray phase analysis are the main fast methods for structural characterisation of polycrystalline samples. In XRD, the dependence of scattering intensity as a function of a single scattering angle 2y, is measured. Compared to single crystal X-ray diffractometry, X-ray powder diffraction methods are much more versatile allowing studies of a broader range of samples including compact workpieces, partially ordered multiphase systems, polymers, thin films, layered nanocomposites, minerals and so on. XRD is applicable to solution of such problems as qualitative identification and semi-quantitative analysis of crystalline phases in mixtures, estimation of degree of crystallinity and sizes of crystallites in polymers, analysis of preferred orientation and textures in materials, investigations of phase transitions and equilibria in solids, determination of unit cell parameters as a function of the phase chemical composition or external conditions (pressure, temperature), structural monitoring of solid-phase reactions, etc.
XRD is routinely used in laboratories with X-ray tubes as the X-ray source. However, during the last decade measurement of XRD patterns in synchrotron centres (especially for samples with low diffracting power and substances available in small amounts) become more and more common (Fig. 18) . Most important areas of the SR X-ray powder diffraction are high-precision and highresolution diffractometry, which allows ab initio structure solution in combination with the structure refinement using the fullprofile analysis (Rietveld method) solely from powder diffraction data; diffraction investigations of partially ordered and amorphous samples; time-resolved studies of processes in solids. 12, 20, 132 As in synchrotron X-ray crystallography, positionsensitive detectors are widely utilised in SR-based XRD (typically, curved linear 1D PSDs capable of simultaneous full pattern registration in the 2y range from 0 8 up to 165 ± 170 8) .
Depending on the instrumental setup, two methods of XRD can be distinguished: conventional angle-dispersive diffraction (when a fixed-wavelength monochromatic X-ray beam is used) and energy-dispersive diffraction (when the scattering intensity is measured at the constant scattering angle and the wavelength of the incident beam is varied). 133 Energy-dispersive X-ray powder diffraction can be accomplished only on SR sources; this modification of XRD is very useful in structural investigations of matter under extreme conditions. In the case of angle-resolved diffractometry, due to high collimation and degree of monochromaticity of X-ray beams, resolution of weak reflections is substantially better than that obtained using laboratory diffractometers; the profiles of reflections are narrower and more regular. Using SR, it becomes possible to achieve good signal-tonoise statistics for very short time intervals (down to ms); thus it allows registration of minor crystalline phases present in the sample in very low concentration (*0.1%). 134 All these factors substantially facilitate data processing including full-profile analysis of powder patterns by the Rietveld method. The latter is used to refine positions of atoms within the unit cells by fitting the calculated intensity profile I(2y) to the experimental curve; the accuracy of this procedure may approach that of single crystal X-ray crystallography. 135 The main unsolved problem in the powder crystallography is the selection of the initial approximation, i.e., structure solution. In synchrotron XRD patterns, up to a few hundred individual reflections can be revealed. Thus it turns possible to solve ab initio, in a routine mode, relatively complex structures with up to several tens of independent atoms in the unit cell. For structure solution, both algorithms widely adopted in crystallography of smallmolecular-weight compounds (direct methods, the Patterson method) and ad hoc techniques (maximum entropy, maximum likelihood and Monte Carlo methods, trial-and-error search among sterically allowed orientations of a fragment with known geometry in the unit cell with variation of selected structural parameters such as torsion angles, etc.) are used. The reliability of the Rietveld refinement results can be enhanced by fitting the structural model versus several independent experimental data sets (for example, vs. synchrotron diffraction patterns measured at different wavelengths). Recently, the Rietveld refinement combined with trial-and-error search for most probable atomic configurations proved to be very efficient in structure solution from powder diffraction data. 136 ± 139 The number of various structures of organic, 140 ± 142 inorganic, 143 In certain cases, this method allows one to solve independently several components of a multiphase system without their separation. For example, it was possible to determine crystal structures of two polymorph modification of cyclopentadienyl rubidium from synchrotron powder diffraction pattern of their mixture (Fig. 19) . 154 The electron density distribution revealing features at the subatomic level for a series of simple inorganic solids, viz., BN, Mg, Be, was successfully reconstructed based on synchrotron X-ray powder diffraction and using the maximum entropy method (MEM). 155 ± 157 Structural investigations of textured samples, which can be considered as an intermediate step between a single crystal and a polycrystalline powder with random orientation of crystallites, can also be facilitated if SR is used up to the possibility of routine structure solutions by direct methods. 158 In this case, a typical routine includes measurement of an XRD pattern at different orientations of the sample in the X-ray beam. In contrast to synchrotron experiments, such a procedure with the laboratory diffractometers usually leads to a substantial line broadening due to high divergence of the incident beam produced by an X-ray tube.
c. X-Ray scattering by amorphous and partially ordered samples When X-ray radiation is scattered by a completely amorphous solid or by a liquid, the dependence of intensity on the scattering angle exhibits no sharp diffraction maxima. The Fourier transformation of smooth oscillations observed in this dependence gives rise to a radial distribution function (RDF). The maxima in this curve correspond to interatomic distances. A classical version of this method } has a limited applicability, since the interpretation of results for systems more complex than monocomponent or binary is often ambiguous. For example, noncrystalline scattering of synchrotron X-rays with the energy of 101.2 keV (HASYLAB centre) has been utilised for the analysis of RDF in normal and heavy water. In this study, small systematic differences in interatomic distances between oxygen atoms forming H-bonds with different hydrogen isotopes (the Ubbelohde effect) have been revealed. 159 Noncrystalline scattering of hard X-rays is a promising technique for structural characterisation of glasses and other inorganic materials with disordered structures, since in this case, the amplitudes of scattering on light atoms become negligible and thus only interatomic distances related to heavy atoms are seen in RDF, which facilitates substantially their interpretation. Analysis of oscillations in the noncrystalline X-ray scattering curves up to high values of the diffraction vector Q 4p sin y l allows determination of interatomic distances with the accuracy of ca. 0.01 # A. 160, 161 For instance, in a study of a short-range order around barium atoms in BaSi 2 O 5 using non-crystalline scattering } This method is also often referred to as the method of radial electron density (RED), wide-angle X-ray scattering (WAXS), or partial distribution functions (PDF).
of synchrotron X-rays with the energy of 150 keV over the Q range of 0.8 ± 38.7 # A 71 , long Ba7Ba distances at 4.5 ± 4.8 # A have been revealed. 162 For measurements of this kind, intense SR beams produced by insertion devices (wigglers and undulators) in third-generation storage rings are most suitable. In substances with partially ordered structures (defect-rich, disordered and dynamic phases, liquid crystals, thin films, intercalation compounds, polymers, etc.) as well as in phases with noncrystallographic ordering (modulated and incommensurate phases, quasi-crystals), the types of spatial symmetry can be different for different directions and/or components of the sample. Intercalation compounds of layered matrices (such as transition metal dichalcogenides, graphite, etc.) may be mentioned as examples of partially ordered systems. They often exhibit a strictly parallel stacking of alternating`guest/host' layers, long-range order within host layers combined with the possibilities of phase transitions in two-dimensional guest layers and orientational disorder of adjacent layers. Powder diffraction patterns for such systems often contain relatively narrow reflections together with wide diffuse features. Important structural information can be extracted in this case from the analysis of shapes and widths of diffraction lines 133, 135 and diffuse scattering. 163, 164 A variety of partial ordering is particularly typical of biopolymers and other biological systems. } In SR-based studies of such systems, two-coordinate detectors are conveniently used. The measured patterns are usually adjusted to fit some a priori model, which corresponds to a structure of a segment of polymer chain, conformation of the chain, fibre orientation, etc. 165, 166 d. Small-angle X-ray scattering Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) is based on the scattering of X-rays on optical inhomogeneities of the sample (atomic aggregates, cavities) with the size of the order of several tens of nm. Experimentally, scattering intensity is registered as a function of scattering angle in the region of small angles from several angular minutes up to a few degrees, i.e., for diffraction vector moduli 0 < Q 4 0.2 (see Refs 167 ± 169). In such small angle diffraction patterns, usual diffraction maxima corresponding to reflections from long-periodicity atomic planes with interplanar distances 10 ± 50 nm (100 ± 500 # A) can be observed. A periodic structure can also be formed by packing of supramolecular objects (polymer globules, nanoparticles, etc.). By analysing the scattering intensity decrease function for a sample with completely irregular structure, one may retrieve information on the mean particle size (or inhomogeneity regions) in the sample as well as estimate the shape and size distribution of such particles (Fig. 20) .
SAXS plays a very important role in characterisation of polymer morphology (including biopolymers), conformations of macromolecules in solutions, 170, 171 colloid systems, 172 submicroand nanoparticles as well as in studies of such processes as phase segregation in amorphous glasses, gelation, nucleation, crystal growth, amorphisation, etc. 173 ± 175 Small divergence of synchrotron X-ray beams extends the capabilities of the technique enabling collection of scattering data at very small angles corresponding to interplanar distances up to *1000 nm [ultra-small angle X-ray scattering (USAXS)]. 176 ± 178 3. Inelastic X-ray scattering Analysis of energy distribution of scattered X-rays forms the basis of a number of methods. 179 ± 181 As has been mentioned above (see Section III), inelastic losses accompanying X-ray scattering are due to several distinct physical processes (Fig. 21) . Processing of phonon and plasmon loss spectra allows one to reconstruct dynamic structural factors (which describe the collective dynamics of a multiparticle system) for nuclei and electrons, respectively. The dynamic factor of nuclei is linked with many important characteristics of materials, such as strength, compressibility, sound velocity, etc.
Phonon spectra of solids are close analogues of vibrational molecular IR spectra. For studies of phonon structure of crystals, inelastic neutron scattering is traditionally used. However, application of synchrotron X-rays has a number of advantages, in particular, for small crystals as well as for amorphous or liquid samples. 182, 183 In order to study atomic vibrations using inelastic X-ray scattering, a very high degree of the incident beam monochromaticity is required, so development of this method has become possible after the appearance of third-generation SR sources, systems of nested monochromators and monochromatisation techniques based on resonance nuclear diffraction (see Section IV.4).
Spectra of plasmon vibrations of electrons in the conduction zone for such solids as metals, semi-and superconductors contain important information on microscopic mechanisms of conductivity and other electrophysical properties. Spectra of energy losses corresponding to electron excitations allow determination of electron transitions, i.e., studies of energy band structure of solids (similarly to the analysis of electronic states of molecules by UV spectroscopy). 184, 185 The Compton scattering profiles can be transformed into the Fermi surface maps, which reveal the distribution of electron moments in the conduction zone. 186 Many electrophysical characteristics of metals and semiconductors can be calculated based on this distribution.
X-Ray Raman scattering becomes increasingly important in chemical studies. 187, 188 Similarly to conventional Raman scattering employed in Raman spectroscopy, X-ray Raman satellites are produced by a quantified transfer of energy from photons to the sample under study. However, it is phonon loss spectra that are the closest analogues of molecular Raman spectra, whereas X-ray Raman scattering has several special features. First of all, the energy lost by an X-ray photon is consumed to induce photo- } Studies of biological objects using X-ray crystallography, non-crystalline diffraction, small angle scattering (see below) and XAFS are often merged under the common term`structural biology'.
ionisation of light elements rather than excitation of vibrational modes and thus the respective amount of energy transfer exceeds the energy of vibrations by 5 ± 6 orders of magnitude. Second, only low-energy satellites are observed in X-ray Raman scattering which represent triangular-shaped extended bands with an edge rather than narrow resonance maxima (Fig. 22) . Low-energy Raman satellites observed in inelastic scattering of a hard monochromatic X-ray beam (*10 keV) due to photoionisation of 1s shells manifest XAFS-like fine structure. Thus, X-ray Raman scattering allows one to measure XAFS spectra for the elements, the absorption edges of which lie in the soft X-ray region (50 ± 500 eV), if one operates with ordinary hard X-ray radiation in air. This technique allows one to obtain the same information on the electronic state and local atomic environment of light elements as is given by NEXAFS or electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) under ultrahigh vacuum conditions. This technique is particularly promising for investigations of substances under extreme conditions, since such experiments usually require sample environment non-transparent for soft X-rays. X-Ray Raman scattering has been applied to study electronic structure of light elements, such as Li, Be, C, e.g., in graphite intercalation compounds with alkaline metals (carbon 1s-edge) as well as in LiC 6 intercalate (lithium 1s-edge). 189 ± 191 When the energy of inelastically scattered X-ray radiation is close to resonance absorption of one of elements in the sample, the so-called resonant inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS) is observed. The physical background of RIXS is very similar to that of resonant X-ray emission (see above). The difference in these two processes is reflected in their quantum description: the RIXS is a one-stage process; meanwhile in the resonant X-ray emission, two stages can be distinguished, viz., absorption and re-emission (during lifetime of the excited state, part of the information on absorbed photon, such as its initial moment, can be lost due to internal conversion processes). The RIXS method can be efficiently used to explore fine features of electronic structures of solids: many electron transitions (excitation channels) non-detectable in absorption or non-resonant inelastic scattering spectra clearly manifest themselves in RIXS. 192, 193 
Synchrotron radiation MoÈ ssbauer spectroscopy
Transitions of atomic nuclei to low-lying quantum excited states for many elements lie in the hard X-ray region of the energy range 10 ± 100 keV. When the energy of the incident X-ray radiation coincides with the energy of a nuclear transition, resonance nuclear absorption occurs, also known as nuclear g-resonance or the MoÈ ssbauer effect. Each MoÈ ssbauer isotope (possessing lowlying excited states) is characterised with its own distinct set of nuclear transitions. Nuclear absorption bands are very narrow, their widths are usually 10 78 ± 10 710 eV (DE/E & 10 714 ). For comparison, the width of absorption bands associated with valence electron transitions is *10 77 eV (DE/E & 10 78 ) and that with core electron transitions is 1 ± 10 eV (DE/E & 10 73 ). In this connection, measurements of resonance nuclear absorption are possible only with X-ray beams of the extremely high degree of monochromaticity. In the conventional laboratory modification of MoÈ ssbauer spectroscopy, excited nuclei of the isotope under study produced upon a radioactive decay are normally used as an excitation energy source; for example: 57 Co ? 57 Fe * ? 57 Fe + g.
Other techniques of strictly monochromatic g-rays generation, such as target activation with a neutron beam or collision of atoms with high-kinetic-energy ions (Coulomb nuclei activation) are available in nuclear research centres. { Isotopic (or chemical) shift of the nuclear excited level energy and quadrupole splitting of the level are the parameters that are measured in MoÈ ssbauer spectra. Furthermore, hyperfine magnetic splitting of spectral lines is observed for magnetically ordered systems. These parameters represent fingerprints for each individual compound; so these allow rather straightforward and unambiguous determination of the oxidation states of an element, symmetry of coordination environment and degree of its distortion.
A major disadvantage of the conventional MoÈ ssbauer spectroscopy is a limited number of monochromatic g-sources available. The predominant part of all MoÈ ssbauer studies is performed for a few elements which have convenient g-active isotopes, such as 57 Fe, 119 Sn, 121 Sb, 151 Eu. In principle, utilisation of SR eliminates this restriction since X-ray radiation with continuous energy distribution up to 100 keV and higher is made available (this is particularly true for the third-generation SR sources and insertion devices). The MoÈ ssbauer effect on synchrotron radiation was first observed in the mid 80's. 194 Now, experimental stations for the experiments in this field are installed in several SR centres, such as HASYLAB, ESRF, APS, SPring-8. 195, 196 Single crystal X-ray monochromators do not provide the degree of monochromaticity required for the convenient modification of MoÈ ssbauer absorption spectroscopy. In this relation, the so-called nuclear forward scattering (NFS) technique is under active development in the field of synchrotron MoÈ ssbauer spectroscopy. In this method, a sample is irradiated by a very fast pulse of monochromatised SR with energy close to the energy of resonance nuclear absorption and photons scattered in the direction of the primary beam (forward scattering) are registered. 197 Under such experimental conditions, a fast-decaying background signal of X-rays elastically scattered by electrons is observed immediately after the excitation pulse followed by a coherent nuclear scattering (nuclear fluorescence) with a delay of the order of 100 ns, corresponding to the lifetime of a nuclear (2) modes. 180 (1) The scattering vector is parallel to the c-axis of the crystal; (2) scattering vector is perpendicular to the c-axis of the crystal; excitation energy *7 keV.
{ In the classical version of MoÈ ssbauer spectroscopy, the energy difference between the incident radiation emitted by nuclei of a source and resonance absorption of target nuclei is compensated by movement of a sample due to the Doppler effect; thus shifts of MoÈ ssbauer spectral lines are usually measured in velocity units (mm s 71 ). 26 excited state (Fig. 23) . In this signal extracted with a specialised delay circuit and measured with a fast-counting detector, such as an avalanche photodiode (APD), decaying oscillations of the scattered beam intensity (quantum beats) are observed. Quantitative parameters of these oscillations can be transformed into normal MoÈ ssbauer characteristics 197 implying that the information similar to that of conventional MoÈ ssbauer spectra can be obtained (sometimes with higher accuracy).
Up to now, first experiments have been conducted on`exotic' MoÈ ssbauer nuclei, which however are potentially important for chemistry, such as 67 Zn, 61 Ni, 40 K, 73 Ge and a number of lanthanides and actinides. Synchrotron MoÈ ssbauer spectroscopy is a promising research tool in bioinorganic chemistry 196, 197 and structural materials science (materials under high pressures, 198 ± 200 time-resolved studies of fast processes, magnetic properties 201, 202 ).
Coherence of nuclear scattering can be violated as a result of various dynamic processes involving excited nuclei. 203 For instance, diffusion of excited nuclei leads to a faster decay of quantum beats. This phenomenon (quasi-elastic nuclear scattering 204 ± 206 ) is used in NFS studies of single crystals for determination of length and direction of elementary diffusion jumps. Energy distribution of nuclear fluorescence at non-zero scattering angles relative to the excitation beam (inelastic nuclear scattering 207 ) gives information on phonon structure of a crystal lattice, i.e., on collective dynamics of nuclei in the time scale comparable to the lifetime of excited states. 208 Yet another important trend in development of synchrotron MoÈ ssbauer spectroscopy is the so-called resonance nuclear diffraction. 209 When a single crystal containing a MoÈ ssbauer isotope (for example, yttrium iron garnet enriched with 57 Fe isotope) is irradiated by a synchrotron X-rays with the energy close to resonance excitation of the nucleus (under Bragg's conditions), all the inelastic nuclear scattering processes are suppressed and the beam reflected becomes highly monochromatic. X-Ray monochromators based on the resonance nuclear diffraction provide the highest energy resolution available to date allowing one to extract exceptionally narrow spectral lines corresponding to energies of MoÈ ssbauer nuclei resonance absorption from incident beams of a medium degree of monochromaticity. Such highresolution monochromators are used in MoÈ ssbauer studies and in phonon structure studies of solids by means of inelastic X-ray scattering. 210 
Imaging techniques
Synchrotron X-ray radiation (as well as electromagnetic radiation of other spectral regions) can be used for production of magnified images of various objects. SR-based imaging techniques include X-ray microscopy, X-ray diffraction topography, computed tomography along with methods widely adopted in medical applications, such as radiography, subtraction angiography, mammography, etc.
With respect to spatial resolution, X-ray microscopy occupies an intermediate position between optical and electron microscopy. Synchrotron radiation-based X-ray microscopy benefits from the possibility of varying such characteristics of the incident X-ray beam as energy and polarisation. Besides, utilisation of hard X-rays (7 ± 30 keV) does not require an ultrahigh vacuum analytical chamber (in contrast to all modifications of electron microscopy). This enables in vivo studies of biological systems and strongly facilitates investigations of large objects. Standard spatial resolution of hard X-ray microscopy is *0.25 mm. Utilisation of soft X-rays (0.2 ± 1.2 keV) in combination with advanced X-ray optics, such as FZP and BFO, makes spatial resolution of 30 ± 50 nm attainable. Penetration depth of soft X-rays into a condensed matter is higher than that of electrons, thus, the samples which are opaque for transmission electron microscope can be studied by X-ray microscopy. Furthermore, the use of electron beams induces greater radiation damage of the sample compared to synchrotron X-rays.
Yet another advantage of X-ray microscopy is the possibility to achieve element and even valence contrast by varying the incident radiation wavelength and using absorption edges. Studies of biological objects are usually performed in the energy range referred to as the`water window', viz., 280 ± 550 eV. In this range, absorption by oxygen atoms (and thus by water molecules always abundantly present in biological samples) is relatively weak. By varying the beam energy within the`water window' it becomes possible to achieve contrast in visualisation of, for example, carbon and nitrogen atoms and thus independently estimate the spatial distribution of proteins and nucleic acids in the sample. X-Ray microscopy can be subdivided into contact, projection and scanning modifications depending on mutual orientation of SR source, sample and detector. 211 ± 214 Recent achievements in the field of synchrotron X-ray microscopy are considered in detail in the monograph. 215 X-Ray diffraction topography is a method of defect imaging in crystals. It is based on the analysis of intensity distribution of scattered radiation within the diffraction spot. 216 Using X-ray topography it is possible to visualise point defects and dislocations with spatial resolution of 2 ± 3 mm, to analyse their dynamics upon application of a mechanical stress (for example, in piezoelectric crystals), as well as to study local distortions, deformations, inhomogeneities and microcracks in nearly perfect crystals. 217 Diffraction topography is sensitive to gradients of unit cell parameter deformations Da/a of the order of *10 77 . This method can be used efficiently in studies of large single crystals which are opaque for visible light. The principal field of application of this technique is technological control of perfect crystals, for example, in manufacturing semiconductors. Utilisation of SR in this field leads to increase in the spatial resolution and decrease in exposure times (and therefore radiation damage to the sample). 216 ± 219 X-Ray topography can be utilised as a fast preliminary test of single crystal quality. This can be particularly important in protein crystallography where diffraction experiments are very expensive and time-consuming. X-Ray computed tomography allows visualisation of internal structure of samples in different cross-sections. The image is reconstructed by mathematical processing of transmitted intensity profiles for various mutual orientations of the sample and radiation source. 220, 221 This method is used for characterisation of such objects as technological workpieces, biological and geological samples (e.g., microcavities and micropores in minerals). For image reconstruction, parallel or divergent,`white' or monochromatic synchrotron X-ray beams can be used. The spatial resolution of X-ray tomography is a few micrometers. 222 As in the case of X-ray microscopy, the contrast of reconstructed images can be noticeably enhanced if incident radiation wavelength is chosen close to the absorption edges of certain elements in the sample. For instance, distribution of light and heavy elements throughout the sample may be independently reconstructed from X-ray tomography data collected at two strongly different wavelengths [dual photon absorptiometry ± computed tomography (DPA-CT)]. In modern imaging techniques, utilisation of the coherent properties of SR acquires increasing importance. In this connection, coherent synchrotron X-ray radiation of third-generation SR sources allows one to achieve phase contrast besides standard absorption contrast in images. Absorption contrast is obtained as a result of differences in X-ray absorption coefficients of different points in the sample, whereas phase contrast is due to phase shifts of scattered coherent radiation, which gives rise to an interference pattern superimposed on the sample image. This interference pattern depends upon sample-to-detector distance and therefore very high contrast images may be obtained by adjusting this distance. 223 ± 225 Coherent properties are also utilised in a new SR-based visualisation technique, viz., X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy (XPCS) or intensity fluctuation spectroscopy. This method is an X-ray analogue of visible light dynamic scattering, which is widely used in studies of colloid systems. The X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy is based on observation of a real-time evolution of the speckle interference pattern produced by scattering of coherent X-ray radiation on disordered samples. Using this method, it is possible to study low-frequency dynamic processes (10 73 ± 10 6 Hz) in the sample and visualise short-range density fluctuations within the distances range of the order of 1 nm. 226 This method has been successfully applied to study Brownian motion of metal nanoparticles 227 and copolymer micelles in solutions, 228 dynamics of charge density waves, critical fluctuations near the point of order ± disorder phase transitions in amorphous alloys, 229 conformational dynamics of polymers upon glassification, 230 etc.
Other methods a. Utilisation of anomalous scattering
In the theoretical description of X-ray scattering on atoms, the atomic scattering factor f 0 (sometimes also referred to as atomic form factor) is of key importance. The atomic scattering factor is a smooth function of scattering angle y, monotonically decreasing with an increase in y from 0 8 to 180 8. Atomic scattering factors for adjacent elements in the D I Mendeleev Periodic Table are close. Over a wide range of wavelengths, f 0 is virtually independent of incident radiation energy.
However, if incident radiation energy approaches an X-ray absorption edge of an element in the sample, a wavelengthdependent correction to f 0 has to be introduced into the scattering formalism. This correction term is commonly referred to as anomalous dispersion (Fig. 24) . In the energy range of X-ray resonance absorption, scattering is accompanied by intensity attenuation. In this case, the total atomic scattering factor f(y,l) formally acquires a complex value
where f 0 is the wavelength-independent part of atomic scattering factor (rapidly decreasing with an increase in scattering angle); f H and f HH are real and imaginary parts of the anomalous dispersion, respectively. The imaginary part of the anomalous dispersion is directly proportional to the X-ray absorption cross-section, i.e., to X-ray absorption coefficient m, and its real part is linked with the imaginary part by the Kramers ± Kronig dispersion relation
where o is the radiation frequency. An anomalous dispersion contribution may substantially distort scattering intensities compared to values calculated on the base of f 0 only. In contrast to f 0 , the f H and f HH terms only weakly depend on the scattering angle, so the relative contribution of anomalous dispersion is higher for large scattering angles. As a rule, the energies of X-ray absorption edges for adjacent elements in the D I Mendeleev Periodic Table differ from each other by a few hundreds of eV, consequently, account for anomalous dispersion leads to substantial differences in atomic scattering factors (and thus to different X-ray scattering patterns) for such elements when the scattered radiation wavelength is close to an X-ray absorption edge of one of these two elements. Moreover, due to different chemical shifts of X-ray absorption edges in different compounds of one element, atomic scattering factors can become noticeably different even for atoms of one element in different chemical environment or charge state (valence contrast). Advanced techniques based on application of anomalous scattering and respective experimental diffraction results are thoroughly discussed in a number of recent publications. 231 ± 233 The anomalous scattering combines X-ray absorption and scattering phenomena. In order to utilise it in diffraction experiments, it is necessary to collect diffraction data with incident radiation of continuously variable wavelength (which is possible only with synchrotron sources) or to carry out a series of diffraction experiments at several wavelengths, at least one of which being close to an X-ray absorption edge of an element in the sample. In the latter case, the difference between two diffraction patterns in the proximity of the edge and apart from it will be primarily caused by scattering on the absorbing atoms.
Anomalous scattering of synchrotron radiation is widely used in powder X-ray diffraction. Using this approach, atoms of certain elements can be precisely located in the unit cell, which substantially facilitates structure solution. This technique is often referred to as resonance X-ray diffraction. In studies of amorphous samples using anomalous wide-angle X-ray scattering (AWAXS), partial radial distribution functions may be determined separately for each heavy element. 232 This makes interpretation of experimental results much more reliable and unambiguous. A similar approach is adopted in anomalous small-angle X-ray scattering (ASAXS), for example, for determination of mean size and size distribution of particles in supported metal catalysts and nanoparticles stabilised in polymer matrices or for analysis of metal distribution in bimetallic nanoclusters. 234 ± 236 In conventional single crystal X-ray crystallography, account for anomalous dispersion can be used in determination of the absolute configuration of a non-centrosymmetrical (chiral) crystal and its constituent molecules. When SR is used, data collection at the wavelength of resonance absorption allows unambiguous establishment of the chemical nature of anomalously scattering atoms as well as charge states for crystallographically nonequivalent atoms of one element in mixed-valence complexes, the so-called valence contrast X-ray crystallography. Capabilities of this technique has been demonstrated for a series of inorganic substances in which atoms of one element in different oxidation states occupy crystallographically non-equivalent positions, e.g., Utilisation of anomalous dispersion in X-ray crystallography is most logically implemented in the multi-wavelength anomalous diffraction (MAD) method, which becomes increasingly popular in protein crystallography. 242 ± 245 For a single crystal containing atoms of heavy elements, it is possible to estimate experimentally the phase of any reflection based on its intensity at three different wavelengths before, directly at and above the X-ray absorption edge of the corresponding element. Thus, MAD helps to overcome the key problem of single crystal X-ray crystallography, the so-called problem of initial phases: in order to transform the set of diffraction data into the target electron density distribution map, it is necessary to assign certain phases (which cannot be directly determined from standard diffraction experiment) to experimentally measured intensities of reflections. In small-molecule crystallography, reliable direct methods of statistical estimation of the initial phases have been developed, whereas in protein crystallography, the search for initial phases remains very complicated and not always solvable problem.
Determination of reflection phases using MAD is a much more laborious procedure than common diffraction measurements, however the information obtained is often worth the time spent. The MAD method gradually displaces multiple isomorphous replacement (MIR) method in protein crystallography. This formerly popular but much less versatile method is based on comparison of diffraction data sets for crystallographically isomorphous derivatives of a protein with different heavy substituents. Many biological macromolecules in their native form contain heavy elements (iron, molybdenum, zinc, copper, manganese, etc.) and thus the MAD-phasing procedure is directly applicable to them. Recently, first experiments have been undertaken, which demonstrated in principle the possibility of MAD application in the soft X-ray region at the absorption edges of sulfur and phosphorus. However technical problems arose related to rapid radiation-induced decomposition of the sample due to strong X-ray absorption. 246, 247 Heavy anomalously scattering atoms can be introduced into samples under study by chemical methods. For instance, calcium or magnesium ions in biological molecules can be replaced by heavier lanthanide ions; zinc ions, by mercury, etc. In this case, the substituted derivative does not have to be crystallographically isomorphous to the native protein (which is a prerequisite for MIR), it is sufficient that the primary amino acid sequence and the main conformation of the protein molecule are conserved. Heavy elements can be introduced into biological molecules as labelling fragments, which are chemical analogues of their native building blocks. Among such labels, selenomethionine for proteins (MAD at the Se K-edge) and brominated uracil for nucleic acids (MAD at the Br K-edge) are most often used. Yet another route for incorporating heavy elements into crystals is to perform a diffraction experiment under pressure of Xe. In this case, Xe atoms replace water molecules in cavities of the crystal lattice without disturbing the general structure of the biopolymer, and MADphasing at Xe K-edge is then applied. 248 Anomalous dispersion can be efficiently used to enhance research capabilities of X-ray absorption spectroscopy. 249 In this connection, the diffraction anomalous fine structure (DAFS) method, which can be considered as a diffraction modification of XAFS, is actively developing. In the DAFS method, the intensity of a selected diffraction reflection is measured while varying the incident radiation energy so as to pass across an X-ray absorption edge of a certain element. Since imaginary part of the anomalous dispersion is directly proportional to the X-ray absorption coefficient m, the dependence of reflection intensity upon the incident radiation energy manifests XAFS-like fine structure.
The DAFS method can be applied to studies of both single crystals and polycrystalline powders. In particular, it is useful for investigations of mixtures of polycrystalline powders since it allows registration of XAFS spectra at the edge for a certain element separately for each phase. Furthermore, since crystallographically non-equivalent atoms of one element make different contributions to the intensity of different reflections, DAFS data measured for several diffraction reflections allow one to extract contributions into XAFS spectrum from each crystallographically independent group of atoms of a certain element. Capabilities of DAFS have been demonstrated on such classes of substances as spinels, complex oxides, superconductors, etc. 250 ± 252 b. X-Ray standing waves In addition to anomalous dispersion, X-ray absorption and diffraction phenomena are manifested simultaneously in the method of X-ray standing waves (XSW). 253 Under conditions of a specular reflection or Bragg's diffraction in a nearly perfect single crystal, the intensity of the electromagnetic wave is redistributed so as to form a standing wave. Differences in local intensities of the electromagnetic field in points of nodes and antinodes of the standing wave lead to different absorption and thus to different yield of all secondary processes, such as X-ray florescence, photo-and Auger electron emission, etc. in the corresponding atomic layers. 254, 255 Experimentally, it is manifested in a strong dependence of intensity of respective secondary processes on the incidence angle of the X-rays on the crystal or on the wavelength of the X-rays at constant incidence angle. In the latter case, the geometry of normal incidence of radiation to the surface of the crystal is often selected; this technique is referred to as normal incidence X-ray standing waves (NIXSW). 256 The XSW method, among very few other instrumental techniques, allows structural investigations of amorphous near-surface layers of crystals with thicknesses from several nm to several mm. It is also used for precise measurement of layer thickness in multilayer periodic structures as well as for localisation of impurity atoms in crystal lattices, e.g., dopant atoms in semiconducting single crystals, implanted ions, guest metal ions in biomembranes, etc. 257 ± 259 For example, XSW has been applied to study gallium arsenide single crystals with a surface doped with silicon using various techniques. As has been shown in the case of molecular beam epitaxy, all silicon atoms occupy the gallium positions of the crystal lattice. In contrast, in the case of ion implantation followed by annealing (or thermally activated diffusion), only 30% of Si atoms regularly occupy the gallium positions, the rest of Si atoms occupy random positions and of them *6% occupy the As positions. 260 Modern theoretical concepts underlying the XSW method, its instrumentation and applications are discussed in recent reviews. 256, 261 c. Surface study methods in the geometry of grazing incidence X-Ray reflectometry method is based on the analysis of X-ray reflectivity coefficient as a function of the X-ray incidence angle. In a number of cases, this method gives important information on the atomic structure of near-surface layers. 262 As has been mentioned above (see Section III), under conditions of total external reflection, the ratio of reflected radiation approaches unity and the incident radiation does not penetrate deep into the sample interacting only with the thin near-surface layer (*10 nm). This effect can be used in order to increase surface sensitivity of`classical' bulk X-ray methods (such as X-ray spectroscopy and diffraction). In particular, total reflection X-ray fluorescence (TRXRF) is used for quantitative analysis of trace atoms (including light elements starting from boron) in nearsurface regions of semiconductors, materials modified by ion implantation, etc. 263 ± 265 Due to small penetration depth of X-rays into the sample under total reflection conditions, the method is extremely sensitive: the lowest detection limit expressed as absolute mass of an admixture is of the order of femtograms (10 715 g). 266 This method is used for admixture level control in such very pure objects as semiconducting single crystals. 267 Grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction (GI-XRD) is used in studies of single crystal surfaces and other materials with atomically ordered surfaces, in particular, those with specific twodimensional ordering. Recently, this method has been applied to such objects as self-assembled monomolecular layers, Langmuir ± Blodgett, epitaxial, atomic deposition and CVD films, as well as two-dimensional crystals of lipophilic systems (fatty acids and their salts, o-amino acids, phospholipids) at the water ± air interface. 268 ± 275 Grazing incidence small-angle X-ray scattering is used for characterisation of thin films and supported catalysts. 276 Measurement of X-ray reflectivity coefficient as a function of incident radiation energy at the incidence angle close to the angle of total external reflection allows registration of XAFS spectra for nearsurface layers: X-ray reflectivity coefficient is correlated with complex refraction coefficient, imaginary part of which is directly proportional to the absorption coefficient m(E) [see Eqn (7)]. This technique is commonly referred to as Refl-EXAFS. The term SEXAFS (surface EXAFS) is also sometimes used but it combines an entire set of surface-sensitive techniques for EXAFS registration including, in addition Refl-EXAFS, total electron yield, yield of photon stimulated ion desorption and so on. 277 ± 279 d. The use of polarisation of synchrotron radiation The use of polarisation of electromagnetic radiation in physicochemical analysis of substances with anisotropic atomic structures is based on dichroism, i.e., the dependence of optical properties of substances on the direction of the electric vector in the electromagnetic wave propagating through the substance. For instance, plane-of-polarisation rotation angle per optical path unit is a key characteristic of substances with asymmetric (chiral) atomic structures; meanwhile, circular dichroism (CD) spectra give important information on mutual orientation of chromophore groups in molecules.
In contrast to X-ray radiation produced by traditional sources, viz., X-ray tubes, synchrotron radiation is always completely polarised. Similarly to visible light optics, two types of dichroism, viz., linear and circular, can be distinguished in the X-ray region. Polarisation of SR is most widely used in X-ray spectroscopy, since it primarily affects the probability of electron transitions. In the case of molecule excitation by a linearly polarised SR, the probability of an electronic transition of a certain symmetry depends on the mutual orientation of the electronic transition dipole moment (difference between dipole moments of the molecule in the ground and excited states) and polarisation direction of the excitation radiation. Upon resonant photoionisation of an atom by linearly polarised X-rays, the photoelectron wave generated does not possess spherical symmetry: the probability of the photoelectron propagation is the maximum in the plane of polarisation and is equal to zero in the perpendicular plane. In EXAFS, in particular, this results in the situation where atoms from the local environment lying exactly in this plane dominate in the Fourier transforms. 280 A prerequisite for manifestation of linear X-ray dichroism is ordering and strict orientation of the sample under study relative to the incident SR beam. For example, adsorbed monolayers, which exhibit strong anisotropy of properties in the directions parallel to the layer (interaction within the layer) and perpendicular to the layer (adsorbate ± support interactions), can be efficiently studied using polarisation-dependent NEXAFS spectroscopy. This anisotropy causes a distinct dependence of Xray absorption spectra on the incidence angle of the polarised SR beam or on the polarisation direction at the constant incidence angle. In particular, in the case of grazing-incidence, s and p polarisations of the incident beam are often used, which probe interactions parallel and perpendicular to the sample surface, respectively. 281 Utilisation of linear polarisation of SR in X-ray microscopy with element contrast allows one to determine realspace orientation of atomic fragments in polymeric fibres, since the shape of the absorption edge (NEXAFS spectrum) becomes sensitive to the orientation of certain chemical bonds, such as C=C and C=O, which have a pronounced p*-resonance. 54, 212, 282 Intercalation compounds into layered matrices (such as graphite and its chemical derivatives, transition metal dichalcogenides, phosphates, etc.) constitute another group of objects for which the application of X-ray spectroscopy with linearly polarised SR is particularly informative. These systems in many cases manifest virtually ideal texture with the layers of matrix strictly parallel to the surface of the sample. Thus, using polarisationdependent XAFS it is possible to determine, for instance, orientation of molecules within the intercalated layers. 283, 284 Analysis of polarisation-dependent EXAFS spectra for potassium niobate (perovskite type) made it possible to determine crystallographic directions of niobium atom shifts out of centres of octahedra formed by oxygen atoms in the phase transition. 285 Studies of distortions in planar square CuO 4 fragments in single crystals of high-temperature superconducting phases gave additional information on the mechanism of superconductivity. 286, 287 In quantum mechanical description of polarised light properties, the term photon spin is often used. A photon, being a boson, possesses spin quantum number S = 1 and two allowed spin moment projections m S = AE1 (the projection m S = 0 is prohibited for a photon due to its zero rest mass). A beam of photons with m S = 1 corresponds to the right and with m S = 71 to the left circular polarisation. The electrons with a defined spin direction (coinciding with the photon spin) are excited upon absorption of circularly polarised photons (spin polarisation). If in the substance under study, all atomic magnetic moments are co-aligned (this is the case for a one-domain ferromagnetic or for a paramagnetic placed in a magnetic field), a distinct dependence of X-ray absorption coefficient on mutual orientation of the sample macroscopic magnetic moment and circular polarisation direction of the synchrotron radiation is manifested in XANES spectra (Fig. 25) . This phenomenon first observed in 1987 288 was called X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD). Over recent years, the field of XMCD experienced rapid development since using this technique it is possible to analyse magnetic properties of materials at the atomic level, viz., with element specificity determine magnetic moments of atoms and identify spin and orbital contributions. 289, 290 XMCD (its realisation is possible only in synchrotron radiation centres) has already become an established technique for characterisation of magnetic materials: thin films of 3d-metals (Fe, Co, Ni), lanthanide and actinide derivatives, materials with giant magnetoresistance (strong dependence of conductivity on the applied magnetic field), etc. Giant magnetoresistance is typical, for instance, of multilayers with alternating ferro-and diamagnetic layers. Such materials are promising in information storage technology. 291 ± 294 In 1995, X-ray natural circular dichroism XNCD (i.e., X-ray circular dichroism, which is manifested without application of external magnetic field) was observed in some chemical systems, e.g., in chiral paramagnetic crystals. 295 ± 297 Soft X-ray circular dichroism spectroscopy is widely used for characterisation of helical protein structures. 298 The EXAFS spectra measured with circularly polarised SR produce RDF curves where atoms with non-zero magnetic moments dominate (spin-polarised or`magnetic' EXAFS) (Fig. 26) . 299, 300 The X-ray circular dichroism is actively employed in modern versions of spin-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy. 301, 302 In contrast to X-ray spectroscopy, polarisation properties of SR have not found broad applications in X-ray diffraction techniques, though many phenomena accompanying diffraction exhibit polarisation dependence, which can be used for extraction of additional information. Besides, polarisation has to be taken into consideration in development and optimisation of X-ray optical elements designed for experiments with SR. Thus when linearly polarised X-rays with energy close to an X-ray absorption edge of an element in the sample is scattered by a low-symmetry single crystal, the dependence of atomic scattering factor on the scattering angle becomes anisotropic. This anisotropy is due to the fact that the absorption coefficient for the crystal (and thus corrections to the atomic scattering factor owing to the anomalous dispersion) will be different for non-equivalent crystallographic directions. In particular, this leads to the appearance of diffraction reflections forbidden by extinction conditions. This phenomenon is called anisotropic anomalous scattering (AAS) or forbidden reflection near-edge diffraction (FRNED). It can be used for determination of positions of anomalously scattering atoms within the unit cell. 303 ± 305 For such forbidden reflections, the polarisation type and direction of the scattered wave can be different from those of the incident SR, this change being dependent on the specific crystal structure. 306 Utilisation of circularly polarised SR in X-ray crystallography makes determination of absolute configurations of chiral molecules in single crystals more reliable. X-Ray topography with circularly polarised SR is used for visualisation of magnetic domains. 307 Polarisation dependence of reflection intensities in magnetic scattering allows separation of total magnetic moment density into spin and orbital contributions. 308 V. The main trends of applied studies using synchrotron radiation
Combined X-ray techniques
In majority of cases, application of only one, even quite powerful instrumental method, appears insufficient to get insight into the atomic and electronic structure of real objects (a probable exception is X-ray crystallography of small molecules). Therefore, complex SR-based studies with involvement of a number of complementary X-ray techniques are more desirable. The organisational structure of synchrotron centres itself (concentration of highly skilled staff and advanced instrumentation in one building) promotes such a convergence stimulating interchange of ideas between different experimental techniques. Moreover, a limited number of experimental stations installed at modern international synchrotron radiation centres is used by numerous research groups with diverse scientific interests. Under such operational conditions, each experimental station has to be sufficiently flexible and versatile and allow solution of a wide range of research problems with minimum hardware modifications. 309 ± 312 Among many advanced combined techniques routinely applied in SR centres to the studies of short-and long-range atomic order in various materials, the following combinations are most popular: XRD/XAFS (simultaneous registration of powder diffraction pattern and EXAFS spectrum) and XRD/DAFS (simultaneous registration of powder diffraction pattern and diffraction anomalous fine structure spectrum). 313 ± 315 Specialised software has been developed for simultaneous refinement of crystal structure parameters from the experimental data of both methods. 316 For structural characterisation of semi-crystalline and amorphous polymers, SAXS/XRD or SAXS/WAXS combinations are used. 317 Protein crystallography is often supplemented with EXAFS data in order to determine exact geometry of metal centres. 318 Besides, in experiments based on the MAD method, measurement of X-ray absorption spectrum from the very same crystal as used in the diffraction experiment is required for the calculation of f H and f HH anomalous dispersion terms [see Eqn (8) ] used in the phasing procedure. An ultrahigh vacuum chamber is the most expensive part of any device designed for surface studies. In order to use it with maximum efficiency, the respective device should be equipped with a broad range of functionality, for example, for utilisation of angular resolved photoelectron spectroscopy, X-ray standing waves, SEXAFS, etc. 319 A similar consideration is applicable to techniques based on utilisation of circularly polarised SR, where combination of magnetic scattering, XMCD, spin-polarised EXAFS, spin-resolved X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, etc., in one device could be required.
Synchrotron radiation-based methods are often combined with traditional laboratory analytical methods, for example, XRD can be combined with differential scanning calorimetry for studies of phase transitions, 317, 320 the combination`Quick-EXAFS/IR' can be used for the characterisation of matrix synthesis products. 321 Laboratories for chemical, biological and materials science studies in modern SR centres are equipped with the modern instruments for realisation of traditional analytical techniques. The availability of traditional facilities (chromatographs, lasers, presses, scanning tunnelling and transmission electron microscopes, etc.) is particularly important for investigations of such complex objects as surfaces, advanced materials, biological systems, etc.
The trend to combine several different techniques in one device is realised in a new SR-based method, viz., event correlation or coincidence spectroscopy. In this method, several types of secondary emissions (fluorescent photons, photoelectrons, Auger electrons, secondary ions) initiated by resonance absorption of X-ray photons are simultaneously detected using specialised electronic circuits. As an example of this approach, mention can be made of photoelectron-photoion coincidence (PEPICO) spectroscopy, which implies simultaneous registration of photoelectrons and ions (with a time-of-flight mass spectrometer) produced by photoionisation of a free molecule by an X-ray photon. Other event correlation methods, such as Auger-photoelectron coincidence, photoelectron-fluorescent photon coincidence, etc., are also developing. These methods are used in investigations of photochemical reactions, determination of electronic structure and lifetime of excited states, studies of dynamics of photoionisation and photodissociation of chemical bonds in free molecules or ions in the gas phase. 322 ± 327
Studies of substances under extreme conditions
Studies of matter under extreme conditions are of great importance for many fields of modern materials science, condensed state physics, geochemistry, mineralogy and geology. A key component of devices for high-pressure researches is a diamond anvil cell (DAC), which allows production of pressures up to a few hundreds GPa at areas of several square micrometers (Fig. 27 ).
The choice of diamond as the material for such a high-pressure cell is dictated by its unique properties, such as extremely high mechanical strength combined with transparency for hard X-rays. A disadvantage in this case is unavoidable presence of glitches due to Bragg's reflections from walls of the cell. For local heating of the sample, a laser beam can be used and for cooling, a flow of liquid helium. The temperature and pressure inside the DAC can be monitored using structural (unit cell parameters, bond lengths) or spectral characteristics of an internal standard. A ruby crystal is often used as an internal standard with the shift of optical luminescence line as a parameter enabling monitoring. Experimental stations capable to achieve conditions (T & 6000 K, P & 200 GPa) close to that in the Earth's core (T & 5000 K, P & 300 GPa) are in routine operation for several years in a number of synchrotron radiation centres. 328 ± 333 Along with static studies, dynamic investigations of substances and materials under microsecond impacts or in propagating blast waves are of significant practical importance. The usefulness of synchrotron radiation in studies of this kind relates primarily to its high intensity (which allows beam penetration through the sample environment) and to the temporal beam modulation in the single-bunch mode of the storage ring operation.
XRD (especially its energy-dispersive modification), X-ray crystallography, EXAFS and X-ray topography are most commonly applied for characterisation of substances under high pressures. High-pressure studies using synchrotron MoÈ ssbauer spectroscopy are also under rapid development over recent years. 199, 200 It has to be stressed that on most of specialised devices for high-pressure studies, several physical techniques are realised. 333, 334 Recently, equations of state for such substances as molecular hydrogen, helium, oxygen, carbon and water have been determined up to pressures > 100 GPa (Fig. 28) based on results obtained using SR. Phase diagrams of compounds which form the Earth's mantle and thus are very important in order to achieve understanding of geochemical processes (metallic iron, silicon, quartz, silicates and aluminosilicates) have been studied in a broad range of temperatures and pressures. 335 ± 337 Results on structural monitoring of catalytic graphite ± diamond transformation in the presence of magnesium carbonates and metallic nickel 338 and structural transition of carbon dioxide into polymeric quartz-like structure and further to metallic state have been reported. 339 In the last years, metallic states of substances and their mixtures which are gaseous under normal conditions (H 2 , NH 3 , CH 4 , etc.), have become attainable, which allows simulation of the state of the matter in cores of distant planets of the Solar system: Saturn, Uranus and Neptune. 340 ± 342 A large part of all experiments with substances under extreme conditions is devoted to detection of unusual chemical properties and to studies of structure and properties of compounds not existing under normal temperatures and pressures. In particular, single crystals of molecular complexes formed in the hydrogen ± methane system under high pressures, viz., (CH 4 ) 2 H 2 and (CH 4 )(H 2 ) 2 , have been studied by synchrotron X-ray crystallography. 342 In another study, structural behaviour of potassium under high pressures has been investigated. 343 It has been shown that K forms intermetallides with 3d-metals, which implies that its chemical properties approach those of transition metals. Pressureinduced phase transitions in semiconducting, superconducting and magnetic materials often become subjects of SR-based studies. 344 ± 347 Such transitions are sometimes accompanied by a change of coordination type or charge state of one of elements in the sample with preservation of overall stoichiometry. 348, 349 Structures and transformations of substances in supercritical media are widely studied. In particular, in a series of studies, 350 ± 352 structural changes of hydration shells of such ions as Rb + , Sr 2+ and Br 7 upon transition of water into a supercritical state have been monitored and a decrease of mean coordination number in the first coordination sphere has been revealed as a common effect.
Studies with high spatial resolution
Modern X-ray optics is capable of producing soft X-ray beams with linear size of several tens nm and hard X-ray beams of Ê Ã (1) A sample under study, (2) a ruby crystal (internal standard used for pressure monitoring), (3) gasket, (4) tapered diamond anvils, (5) diamond anvil holder made of hard alloy, (6) steel housing, (7) pressure regulation mechanism (mechanic, pneumatic, hydraulic, etc.). 353 ± 355 At the same time, synchrotron radiation gives access to a broader range of experimental techniques due to the possibility of detecting secondary radiation of various types, varying excitation energy, using polarisation and so on. { Microdiffraction (especially in the Laue modification) is used in studies of single grains and intergrain regions in compact polycrystalline materials (metals, composites, ceramics, semiand superconductors), 362, 363 in analysis of local ordering areas in liquids or systems with a heavy disorder, in X-ray crystallographic investigations of submicron single crystals (clays, micas, zeolites) 364 and in structural characterisation of microscopic mineral inclusions in biological tissues. 365 Single fibre molecules are studied with synchrotron X-ray microdiffraction. 366 Spatially resolved X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy allows one to map the distribution of elements in a sample with resolution of the order of micrometers. Microprobe modifications of X-ray absorption spectroscopy (EXAFS, XANES, NEXAFS) give additional information on the chemical state and local environment of atoms in the sample under study (Fig. 29) . 212, 367 Microprobe modification of XPS (sometimes referred to as`Super-ESCA') is actively used for characterisation of minute amounts of hardly accessible or hazardous substances. For instance, an XPS study of curium oxide available in the amount of *1 mg has been performed at the ALS synchrotron radiation centre (Berkley, USA). 368 The average beam size in this experiment was *50 mm and the mass of the sample actually irradiated and contributing to the spectrum is estimated by the authors as only 4 ng. Spatially resolved information on supramolecular organisation of various objects can be obtained using microprobe modification of SAXS. 369, 370 Synchrotron X-ray microprobe techniques are routinely used for characterisation of spatially inhomogeneous objects including biological systems (cells, living tissues, bones), natural samples (microinclusions in minerals, coals, soils), advanced materials (ceramics, nanocomposites) as well as for environmental control of industrial wastes. Recently, the use of X-ray microdiffraction has been suggested as an express diagnostic tool for multilayer optoelectronics devices. 371 A set of synchrotron microprobe techniques (X-ray fluorescence, diffraction, XANES) with spatial resolution of 3620 mm 2 has been used for determination of chemical composition, crystal structure and charge states of atoms in thin phosphor films of MAlO 3 (M is a rare-earth metal) grown by combinatorial synthesis. 372 Convergence of SR-based microprobe spectroscopic techniques and X-ray microscopy (see Section IV) during the last decade has lead to emergence of a new research area, viz., spectromicroscopy. 356 
Time-resolved studies of processes
Evolution of SR sources and instrumentation, viz., gain in brightness, focusing optics optimisation, design of fast and sensitive detectors, development of specialised techniques for data collection and processing, has lead to a substantial decrease in the time required for conduction of an X-ray experiment with SR. Collection of XRF, EXAFS or SAXS data on facilities of modern SR centres may take only a few milliseconds. This approach is of great interest for chemistry, since it makes real-time studies of reaction dynamics possible. SR intensity is sufficiently high to obtain reliable results when the beam passes through walls of a chemical reactor (reaction chamber) or sample environment of another type. That is why most of synchrotron radiation-based methods can be realised in situ (see, for example, a special issue of MRS Bulletin dedicated to in situ studies of materials using synchrotron techniques 373 ).
Real-time diffraction (the term`diffraction cinema' is sometimes used) allows one to investigate dynamics of solid-state reactions, to detect formation of crystalline intermediates and, in the case of heterogeneous reactions, to follow the movement of the reaction front (interface). 20 Hydrothermal synthesis is one of the most promising fields in modern inorganic chemistry. This allows simulation of geochemical processes of natural mineral synthesis and preparation of new micro-and mesoporous materials, which can be applied as molecular sieves, ion-exchange resins, adsorbents, etc. The applicability of synchrotron real-time X-ray powder diffraction to studies of hydrothermal synthesis reactions is discussed in Refs 374, 375. Changes in local environment of a reacting centre in the course of a chemical reaction can be analysed by means of Quick-EXAFS. In particular, such an approach has been utilised for detection of changes in local atomic order in active centres of catalysts. 376, 377 Time-resolved EXAFS can be used as well for structural monitoring of chemical transformations in solutions. 378, 379 Under the term Quick-EXAFS, the techniques with a rapid rotation of a standard crystal monochromator or so-called energy-dispersive EXAFS with a fixed crystal polychromator and a linear detector, are usually meant. 380 ± 382 Recently, 383 a new method aimed at a decrease in the XAFS data acquisition time has been proposed. It is based on a variation of the electron beam trajectory within insertion devices by adjusting operational parameters of the electromagnetic focusing system (Fig. 30 ) In this case, the crystal monochromator remains immobile and the beam intensity can be measured with a`point' detector, i.e., ionisation chamber, which has better characteristics (such as counting rate, accuracy and sensitivity) compared to modern linear detectors. As an alternative of the aforementioned instrumental techniques of Quick-EXAFS, a stop-flow method can be used. This implies withdrawal of samples from a reaction mixture at required time intervals followed by their instant freezing and investigation using standard techniques. 384 Time-resolved X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy enables investigations of chemical reactions at surfaces. For instance, this technique has been applied in studies of kinetics of NO reduction by molecular hydrogen on a single crystal face (553) of rhodium. 385 Data collected at the Super-ESCA station of the ELETTRA synchrotron centre allowed authors to detect intermediate unstable species (atomic nitrogen, atomic hydrogen, NH x ) and suggest a mechanism explaining the oscillatory dynamics of this reaction.
Time-resolved studies of biological processes give insights into mechanisms of key biochemical processes. For example, over the { Instrumental realisation of X-ray microprobe techniques in modern synchrotron radiation centres and results of recent applications of these techniques are thoroughly discussed in a special issue of Journal of Electron Spectroscopy and Related Phenomena, 356 as well as in a number of books and reviews (see, for example, Refs 215, 357 ± 361). . Micro-NEXAFS spectra (carbon K-edge) for thin polymeric films with area of 0.1 mm 2 on a scanning X-ray microscope (NSLS, Stony Brook, USA). 212 (1) Polyethylene terephthalate; (2) polycarbonate. last years, a substantial progress has been reached in understanding molecular mechanisms of muscle functioning thanks to SR-based studies of conformational transitions and supramolecular organisation changes of muscles under contraction and relaxation. Systematic real-time diffraction and SAXS studies of muscles are carried out in several international SR centres. 386, 387 A combination of powerful third-generation SR sources and fast-counting 2D position-sensitive detectors opens new avenues in dynamic structural studies by means of Laue diffraction. Within this approach, a method of single crystal X-ray crystallography with time resolution down to tens of picoseconds is realised for biological macromolecules. 388, 389 In this modification of thè diffraction cinema', a series of Laue patterns is registered during successive pulses of SR with a storage ring operating in the singlebunch mode. This approach is of great potential importance for investigations of enzymatic reactions. As one of the first applications of this technique, structural changes occurring in a single crystal of carboxy-myoglobin upon visible light-induced decarbonylation (Fig. 31) have been investigated. 390 ± 392 Capabilities offered by storage rings operating in the singlebunch mode are far from full realisation. A traditional method in this field is optical luminescence excited by X-ray pulse: its spectrum and decay dynamics are the key parameters in characterisation of new semiconducting and scintillating materials. 393 With a high level of confidence, we may suggest that in the immediate future, the interest of researchers in temporally modulated SR will increase, since this can supplement research capabilities of many of the aforementioned techniques with time resolution.
VI. Conclusion
Research capabilities of SR in chemistry and related sciences are wide and yet not fully realised. Over the last 30 years, introduction of synchrotron radiation into physicochemical analysis has resulted in substantial improvement of the accuracy and sensitivity of a few tens of physical methods. New synchrotron radiation centres are being constructed and the user community of the existing ones expands rapidly. The number of research papers reporting results obtained with the use of SR is thousands per year.
Starting from 1994, the International Union of Crystallography publishes a dedicated Journal of Synchrotron Radiation, in which over 1000 papers on various synchrotron radiation-related topics have already been published.
Key international and Russian national conferences with a dominant or major portion of synchrotron studies in their scope that took place over the period of 1994 ± 2000, are listed in Table 2 .
In certain fields of modern science (such as protein crystallography or XAFS), the synchrotron techniques has taken a leading position. And in such directions as development of MAD applications in crystallographic studies of biological polymers or timeresolved structural studies using Laue-diffraction, the last few years can be considered as a real breakthrough. Investigations of magnetic properties of materials using circularly polarised X-ray SR play an important role in modern technology.
Instrumentation of SR studies is under constant upgrade and sophistication. SR sources are evolving leading to even higher brilliance and stability and lower divergence of SR beams. According to predictions of machine R&D groups from several synchrotron centres [SSRL (Stanford, USA), ESRF, NSLS], fourth-generation SR sources may come into reality in the immediate future. In parallel, new ideas in the field of X-ray optics are emerging, which allows production of highly intense narrow-focus beams. Progress in this field is based to a great 392 extent on the latest achievements of X-ray lithography applications, which is also under active development in synchrotron centres. New fast, precise and sensitive X-ray detectors as well as X-ray monochromators with higher energy resolution appear. With improvement of coherent properties of SR, essentially new directions, such as X-ray holography, become possible. A breakthrough in imaging techniques can be expected with development of X-ray free-electron lasers.
Therefore, we may conclude that synchrotron radiation is one of the most promising points of growth for modern science. Starting from the 90's, the main SR centres turned into a new type of economic enterprises aimed at production of complex physical data. The overwhelming part of studies in modern centres have applied character and are tightly linked to technology. Despite the essentially profitless nature of`photon factories' (for instance, costs of 1 h of beamtime on an EXAFS station, which is one of the`cheapest' synchrotron techniques, is US $200 ± 400), contribution of synchrotron studies into modern competitive production is substantial. It explains, why the bulk of synchrotron studies in developed countries steadily increases and why many commercial companies tend to construct own stations at thirdgeneration SR sources (for example, see review 405 on the use of synchrotron methods for characterisation of microelectronics materials prepared by the IBM R&D division on the basis of experimental results obtained at the NSLS).
Up to the 80's, the Soviet Union has been one of the world leaders in the field of synchrotron radiation theory and instrumentation. Many important steps in maturation of synchrotron radiation as a research tool have been made in the USSR. One of the first synchrotrons was constructed in 1964, experimental observation of synchrotron radiation dates back to 1971, undulators were designed in 1977, superconducting multipole wigglers in 1979 and helical undulators Ð sources of circularly polarised quasi-monochromatic radiation in 1983. Presently, G I Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, where Siberian Synchrotron Radiation Centre (SSRC) operates, maintains a leading position in this field. Insertion devices, position-sensitive detectors and other high-tech devices designed and produced in BINP are used in many SR centres over the world: CAMD (Baton Rouge, USA), HASYLAB (Hamburg, Germany), Photon Factory (Tsukuba, Japan), PLS (Pohang, South Korea).
Meanwhile, the level and the volume of the applied synchrotron studies in Russia is noticeably lower than those in the largest world centres in USA, Japan and Western Europe. To the date of publication of this review, there is only one routinely operating national SR centre, Siberian synchrotron radiation centre (SSRC) in Novosibirsk, with a first-generation storage ring VEPP-3. Kurchatov synchrotron radiation source with the dedicated Sibir'-2' storage ring is on the stage of startup already for several years. Neither of the advanced complex techniques discussed above is involved in routine studies, which directly determine the level of modern science instrumentation. The authors hope that this review will draw attention of Russian researchers to this hot area of modern science.
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